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ABSTRACT

Andrew Hampton: Improving the Selectivity of High Pressure Mass Spectrometry
(Under the direction of J. Michael Ramsey)

This work describes several strategies for improving the selectivity of high pressure mass spectrometry (HPMS). HPMS is the central strategy for developing hand portable MS instrumentation, which is useful in many field applications including rapid threat detection. A drawback to operating at high pressures is a degradation of resolution, adversely affecting selectivity. Improving resolution and selectivity at high pressures would further advance the field of HPMS. The focus of this work was incorporating tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) in a HPMS system and also demonstrating the feasibility of coupling HPMS with gas chromatography (GC).

Tandem MS requires ion isolation and fragmentation, followed by mass analysis and detection. Initial work studied the behavior of trapped ions at high pressures (~1 Torr). Stability regions were measured at high and low pressures. Mass windows were found to be smaller at 1 mTorr, but the overall regions were generally steady from 500–1500 mTorr. Higher pressures dampened resonant behavior, thus requiring higher voltages to effect resonant ejection. Also, to improve the sensitivity of a high pressure system, two strategies were tested for creating differentiated sites for ion injection and ejection. The tapered SLIT geometry was shown to affect ion location, but adding supplemental electrodes between the ring and endcaps was demonstrated as a much more effective strategy for controlling ions.
Ion isolation was demonstrated at 1 Torr of air via apex isolation, multifrequency isolation, and partial instability scan isolation. Fragmentation via high pressure collision-induced dissociation (HPCID) was demonstrated for several compounds. To maximize the CID efficiency, several variables were investigated. Increasing drive RF frequency was shown to be beneficial over the range tested (up to 25 MHz). Reductions in trap size, as expected, lowered pseudopotential well depth and hindered conversion efficiency. Increased pressure improved conversion efficiency, as did the use of air instead of helium.

The coupling of GC to HPMS was also demonstrated with both helium and nitrogen carrier gases. A complex mixture of six chemical warfare agent simulants, which was unidentifiable with only a HPMS system, was separated and detected.
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Chapter 1: Miniature Mass Spectrometry and Rapid Threat Detection

Introduction

Resolution\(^1,\,2\) and sensitivity\(^3,\,4\) are often regarded as the driving forces in cutting edge analytical instrumentation. These characteristics define the state of the art equipment for many research fields in mass spectrometry, including discovery based assays such as proteomics.\(^5,\,6\)

While high throughput experiments often push for fast analysis times,\(^7\) rapid threat detection fundamentally requires a quick response time to identify an unknown compound.\(^8,\,9\) Generating information about unknown threats is important for initiating the appropriate response protocols, and the speed of acquiring that information is imperative. Traditional methods of bringing samples from the field to a laboratory are impractical on the timescale of a threat such as a chemical warfare agent (CWA). The solution, therefore, is to bring analytical power out of the laboratory and into the field.

Mass spectrometry (MS) has been called the gold standard of laboratory-based analytical techniques due to its speed, sensitivity, resolution, and broad range of detectable analytes. These impressive capabilities, however, are restricted to the laboratory by the large size, weight, and power (SWaP) associated with the instrumentation. The technical expertise required to operate the devices is yet another barrier. Many groups have worked towards bringing MS into a field setting\(^10-12\) by re-engineering and repackaging conventional mass spectrometry techniques. Truly hand-portable forms of ion trap mass spectrometry, however, are possible only with a re-imagination of the traditional operating procedures.
High pressure mass spectrometry (HPMS) has recently been shown as a viable strategy to push the frontiers of miniaturized mass spectrometry. Operating ion traps at pressures near 1 Torr greatly reduces the vacuum requirements of the system, eliminating the need for bulky, fragile, and power-intensive turbomolecular pumps. Using air as a buffer gas, rather than helium, can further reduce overall system size and complexity by eliminating the need for a helium tank, as recently demonstrated. A drawback to HPMS, however, is a loss of resolution due to collisional broadening. As the resolution of an instrument decays, more species appear isobaric, necessitating other means of identification. Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) with parent ion fragmentation is one such method, and it is often used to differentiate between isobaric species including structural isomers. Analyzing fragmentation patterns generates chemical information about bonds and connectivity beyond just the total molecular mass-to-charge ratio. Fragmentation patterns can also be used to correlate two peaks in a full mass scan and prevent misinterpretation of complex samples. The added information from this technique has proven extremely useful in virtually every application of mass spectrometry, from proteomics to environmental analysis. The additional chemical data can significantly improve the selectivity of an instrument. In many uses of portable MS systems, such as rapid threat detection, it is very important to reduce costly false positives with a highly selective instrument.

This chapter will discuss important aspects of threats such as CWAs, which mandate improved portable detection technologies, in Section 1.1. The next section will describe traditional quadrupole ion trap theory, while tandem mass spectrometry will be detailed in Section 1.3. High pressure mass spectrometry operation will be outlined in Section 1.4.
1.1 Chemical Warfare Agents and Other Critical Threats

Chemical warfare agents (CWAs) represent significant dangers, especially to those unaware of their presence.\textsuperscript{25} The same is true of toxic industrial compounds (TICs),\textsuperscript{26} biological warfare agents (BWAs)\textsuperscript{27} and many other chemicals that may be present in harsh environments. Extensive research exists into ways to protect oneself from these threats and into methods of treating symptoms post exposure.\textsuperscript{23, 28, 29} Many of these proactive and reactive response protocols, however, are costly both in money and in time. Destruction of the chemical warfare agent itself can be a complicated, slow process.\textsuperscript{24} Antidotes can be rare and expensive. A soldier finding, putting on, and continuing to wear a HazMat suit can be tactically hindering. It is therefore crucial to enact exactly the correct response for a given threat. A small, portable, low power device with a quick analysis time and high selectivity can deliver actionable intelligence to someone in the field, initiating the appropriate protective or curative procedure when necessary.

CWAs comprise a broad range of chemical compounds with diverse properties.\textsuperscript{25} They represent any number of potentially harmful materials that might be used against soldiers or even civilians. There are several major subclasses that are useful to consider: blister agents, nerve agents, asphyxiants, pulmonary damaging agents, and incapacitating agents. These classes are largely characterized by the symptoms they produce, but they have can have drastically varying chemical compositions and physiological mechanisms. Inhalation, physical contact, and ingestion are all common means for these compounds entering the body, depending on the physical properties of the agent itself. Furthermore, the safe levels of exposure tend to be quite low, but can also diverge wildly depending on the type of threat. Lethal concentrations for rats can range from \(~ 40\) parts per trillion for GD agents to \(50\) parts per million for Lewisite.\textsuperscript{30}
Historically, soldiers were trained to recognize these threats via observable characteristics of the CWA. Odors and colors of the toxic compound were the most common indicators. Gas masks, gloves, and other protective equipment could be deployed on recognition, but often by the time a CWA is noticeable, the observer has already received a significant exposure. An example table from a World War II era American warship is shown in Figure 1 to demonstrate the standard expectations for soldiers in threat identification and protection. If exposure occurred, doctors and medics were able to apply antidotes or other treatments based on the collected information. While research into post-exposure biomonitoring continues, it is clearly preferable to avoid significant exposure in the first place. It is also more desirable to have information about the threat from an impartial monitor rather than a panicked victim. For these reasons, appropriate sensors can improve protection for soldiers and other potential targets with fast and reliable threat identification. Low limits of detection and quick response times can trigger the use of protective equipment, while high selectivity ensures that the appropriate response is enacted to mitigate the threat.

Accurate detection and identification is often hindered by interferents and contaminants. In complex field environments, like a battlefield, there will clearly be many chemical compounds present in the air. Beyond the normal components of air, a battlefield atmosphere likely includes emissions related to gasoline combustion from vehicles, possible compounds from weaponry, and other chemicals native to the environment. All of these potential species can possibly overwhelm or interfere with the signal of a true CWA threat and obscure detection. They may also cause the sensor to issue a false positive: the activation of an alarm when no threat is present. False positives can pose huge problems for two primary reasons. First, a response protocol will be performed when there is no necessity or advantage while incurring the full costs
in time and in money. Second, users can lose faith in the reliability of the sensor after many false positives. Existing technology for rapid threat detection has been plagued with this situation. There are stories of soldiers in the combat zone leaving their detection devices in the truck or at base due to this lost trust. A detection device that is left behind is no better than not having one in the first place. It is for these reasons that a low false positive rate is crucial to the success of a rapid threat detection device.

Existing technology for threat detection in the battlefield consists of a few primary technologies. Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) is at the forefront of the field given its speed of analysis, low limits of detection, and low cost of implementation.\textsuperscript{32-34} The technology itself, however, is limited by poor inherent resolution as well as low selectivity.\textsuperscript{35-37} Peaks from a mobility spectrum tend to be quite broad, and diverse species with hugely different chemical properties may have the same or similar mobilities. These two factors contribute to a high false positive rate, even in the most advanced instruments. Mass spectrometry, however, is an inherently selective technique due to measuring the mass-to-charge ratio of a chemical compound. Portable mass spectrometry is therefore an extremely exciting and powerful option for rapid threat detection.

1.2 Quadrupole Ion Traps

Quadrupole ion traps (QITs) represent the most intriguing mass analyzer for portable instrumentation for several reasons. First, their fundamental performance in terms of resolution does not depend on the critical dimensions of the mass analyzer itself. Magnetic sectors and time-of-flight instruments, for example, rely quite heavily on having a long enough path for the
ions to separate based on their mass-to-charge ratio. The ion trap performs this separation based on interactions with an alternating potential in the trapping volume, even at small sizes. Second, ion traps, even in conventional operation, operate at much higher background pressures than other mass analyzers. Time-of-flight and Fourier transform mass spectrometry require very long mean free paths so an ion’s trajectory is not disrupted by a collision with a neutral gas molecule. These types of analyzers are often operated around 10^{-9} Torr. Ion traps actually have improved sensitivity and resolution with some amount of background gas and are frequently operated near 10^{-3} Torr.\textsuperscript{38} These higher operating pressures greatly reduce the pumping requirements, which represent a high percentage of the SWaP for a portable device. The benefits from higher operational pressures will be further discussed in Section 1.3.

The quadrupolar ion trap has existed for the purposes of ion storage without magnetic fields since Wolfgang Paul’s work in the 1950s.\textsuperscript{39, 40} Fundamentally, it consists of a ring electrode and two endcaps with hyperbolic cross-sections. A radio frequency (RF) potential is applied to the ring electrode to create a quadrupolar electric field. An example of the electrodes is shown in Figure 2. These new traps represented a large improvement from previous trapping strategies which required a magnetic field and very strict vacuum conditions.\textsuperscript{41} Even before being used for mass spectrometry, electrodynamic ion traps were used by physicists to study the fundamental properties of isolated gas-phase ions as well as their interactions with neutrals.

Mathematical formulas can be derived from first principles to describe how charged particles behave within the confines of the trap.\textsuperscript{42-44} Although first investigated for a very different application, the solutions to the Mathieu equation\textsuperscript{45} describe the possible trajectories of ions in these oscillating electric fields, including whether they are periodic. Periodic trajectories mean that an ion is stably trapped and will not leave the trap without a perturbation or the addition of
energy. Further derivations lead to the unitless fundamental trapping parameters, \( a_u \) and \( q_u \), where each parameter may be calculated for either the radial, \( r \), or axial, \( z \), dimension of the trap, as shown in the following equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
    a_z &= -\frac{16eU}{m(r_0^2 + 2z_0^2)\Omega^2} \quad \text{(Eq 1.1)} \\
    a_r &= \frac{8eU}{m(r_0^2 + 2z_0^2)\Omega^2} \quad \text{(Eq 1.2)} \\
    q_z &= \frac{8eV}{m(r_0^2 + 2z_0^2)\Omega^2} \quad \text{(Eq 1.3)} \\
    q_r &= -\frac{4eV}{m(r_0^2 + 2z_0^2)\Omega^2} \quad \text{(Eq 1.4)}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( e \) is the number of fundamental charges on an ion, \( U \) is the DC potential applied to the ring electrode, \( m \) is the mass of the charged particle, \( r_0 \) and \( z_0 \) are the critical dimensions of the hyperbolic trap, \( \Omega \) is the angular frequency of the RF potential applied to the ring electrode, and \( V \) is the 0-Peak amplitude of that same RF potential. Based on the \( a \) and \( q \) parameters, a map showing regions of stable trapping in both \( r \) and \( z \) dimensions resulting from solutions to the Mathieu equation can be made and is shown in Figure 3. The region, labeled A, along the \( a_u = 0 \) axis with low \( q_u \) values is the easiest to access, the most commonly used, and the best understood region for ion trapping. A closer look at this region is shown in Figure 4. The parameter \( \beta \) describes how the ion falls within the trapping region, between 0 and 1. For values of \( q_z < 0.4 \), \( \beta_z \) is typically approximated as follows:

\[
\beta_z \approx \sqrt{\frac{a_z + q_z}{2}} \quad \text{(Eq 1.5)}
\]

where \( a \) and \( q \) are the previously discussed trapping parameters. The variable \( \beta \) is useful for a few other calculations. The primary use is determining how ions are moving within the trap.
Trapped ions are by no means stationary within the confines of the electrodes, but are actually traversing the volume based on interactions with the oscillating electric fields. A successfully trapped ion has a trajectory that is periodic and does not move beyond the trapping volume. The primary component of this motion is known as the secular frequency, $\omega$, which can be simply calculated as follows:

$$\omega = \frac{\beta \Omega}{2} \quad \text{(Eq 1.6)}$$

This secular frequency is an important aspect of ion trapping. Due to the $\beta$ term, an ion’s secular frequency relies on its mass-to-charge ratio, and different mass ions will have different frequencies of motion within the trap. The implications of this phenomenon are powerful and can be exploited.

The majority of these equations so far have simply addressed whether or not an ion is trapped, but not the extent of the trapping forces. Dehmelt, through further observations and calculations, generated the following approximation of the pseudopotential well depth in an ion trap, $D_z$, if $q_z < 0.4$:

$$D_z = \frac{eV^2}{4mz_0^2\Omega^2} = \frac{q_zV}{\Omega} \quad \text{(Eq 1.7)}$$

$D_z$ is a statement as to the maximum amount of kinetic energy a trapped ion may possess while maintaining a stable trajectory in the trapping volume. In essence, the pseudopotential well is a time-average of the trapping forces from the oscillating electric fields. This concept also has dramatic consequences for the operation of ion traps.

Mass spectrometry only became possible in a quadrupole ion trap with the innovation of mass selective storage. Dawson and Whetten drilled holes in the endcaps of a QIT thereby
creating the opportunity for a DC pulse to eject the ion population towards an electron multiplier for detection.\textsuperscript{47, 48} While operating at the apex (near the intersection of the $\beta_z = 0$ and $\beta_r = 1$ lines) of the $a-q$ stability diagram (Figure 4), only ions of a single mass-to-charge ratio were stably trapped and then detected. The process of collecting data over a broad mass range, however, was tedious and slow. Furthermore, the quadrupole mass filter was already a capable and well-entrenched instrument.

In the early 1980’s, George Stafford made a groundbreaking innovation to bring QITs fully into the world of mass spectrometry. His realization that the voltage of RF on the ring electrode could be continuously adjusted during an experiment led to the mass selective instability scan.\textsuperscript{49} A mass spectrum could be created by trapping a broad range of ions along the $a_z = 0$ axis with a constant RF potential and then sequentially ejecting the ions at the $q_z = 0.908$ boundary (Figure 4) with an increasing RF potential. As the RF voltage increases, progressively larger $m/z$ ions reach this boundary, ejecting along the axial dimension and impacting the electron multiplier detector. The resulting signal is a mass spectrum from all of the ions that were stable under the initial trapping conditions.

This novel method led to successful commercialization of the QIT by Finnigan Corporation.\textsuperscript{50} In its initial product launch, it was used as a compatible detector for a gas chromatograph in 1984 and provided mass information about the analytes. It was also sold as a standalone product in 1985. These devices were what defined the standard trap size of $r_0 = 1$ cm. The public availability of these products also led to the bloom of research into ion traps as mass spectrometers and related applications. QITs are now commercially available from many companies for a variety of applications. Ion traps are common components in many hybrid instruments, utilized for their experimental versatility.
The secular frequency of trapped ions was briefly discussed earlier and we now look at how this phenomenon can be used for interacting with stored ions. The secular frequency of an ion describes its path through the confines of the trapping volume. This movement can be envisioned as a harmonic oscillation but with perturbations possible under specific conditions. Collisions with neutral gas molecules introduce a damping term\(^{38}\), while adding a dipolar supplementary AC potential at the secular frequency to the endcaps of the ion trap can cause a resonant excitation of the motion. Resonant excitation of the ion trajectory adds kinetic energy to the ion itself, changing the previously stable trajectory. It is important to remember that because ions of different mass-to-charge have different secular frequencies, they will not be resonantly excited by the same supplemental frequencies. By tuning the supplementary AC potential, specific mass-to-charge ions can be selectively targeted for ejection.

Under certain conditions, the application of supplemental AC to the endcaps can excite a trapped ion to the point that it becomes unstable in the trap and is resonantly ejected.\(^{51}\) A common strategy with resonant ejection is to apply a single fixed frequency to the endcaps, then ramp the voltage of the drive frequency as for a usual mass spectral scan, causing the secular frequency of each ion to change until it comes into resonance with the supplemental AC. Resonant ejection is a powerful technique in ion trap mass spectrometry where ions can be ejected at a point in the stability diagram other than the \(q_e = 0.908\) boundary. This capability has some far-reaching implications. Firstly, it can easily extend the mass range of an instrument by ejecting ions that would otherwise be too large to reach the boundary point with the existing power supply maximum voltages.\(^{52}\) The boundary ejection of high mass-to-charge species can require many kilovolts of potential, which is difficult to generate and may also cause electrical breakdown within the vacuum chamber. Secondly, resonant ejection can cause larger mass-to-
charge ions to exit the trap before smaller ones. The benefits of non-sequential ejection will be discussed in more depth in the next section. Thirdly, there has been some data suggesting that resonant ejection can lead to higher resolution mass spectra than ejection under boundary conditions.\textsuperscript{53}

The quadrupole ion trap has made a large impact on the world of mass spectrometry because of its unique combination of low cost and high flexibility. The system design is comparatively simple, and the theoretical basis is well-studied on a fundamental level, leading to a reliable instrument. All of these characteristics are important for portable instrumentation. For these reasons, ion traps are poised to play a significant role in harsh environment mass spectrometry.

1.3 Tandem Mass Spectrometry

Tandem mass spectrometry is an important development and a large factor in why mass spectrometry has become such a dominant player in the field of analytical instrumentation. At its fundamental level, tandem mass spectrometry is the act of performing multiple mass spectrometric selections on the same set of ions. Each experiment uncovers new information if the analyte is made to undergo a structural change in between the acquisition of spectra. The most common of these is fragmentation. With mass-to-charge information about an analyte before and after a fragmentation event, it is possible to discover significant structural information. Combining the structural information with the mass data can often result in confident identification of compounds, even among compounds with the same chemical formulas, known as isomers.
One of the simplest and most common instruments for achieving tandem mass spectrometry is the triple quadrupole mass filter. An example illustration is shown in Figure 5. A generalized experiment can be performed where the first set of quadrupole rods (Q1) pass ions of a specific mass-to-charge, the second set of rods (Q2) impart energy and induce fragmentation of those ions, and the third set (Q3) then selects for the desired mass-to-charge fragment ions. Thus, two separate mass spectrometry experiments are performed: one on the injected sample and one on the fragments induced from the initially selected species. With an instrument in this configuration, however, there are still several different ways to perform experiments. Each is useful in attaining certain types of information and will be discussed in the following paragraphs. Analogous experiments are all possible within a single ion trap.

Selected reaction monitoring is perhaps the most straightforward mode of tandem mass spectrometry and shown in Figure 5B. In this method, both the first and third sets of quadrupole rods (Q1 and Q3) are set to pass specific, but different, mass-to-charge ions. This type of experiment selects one specific species, known as a precursor, with the first mass filter (Q1). The precursor is then fragmented in the second quadrupole (Q2), creating an array of product ions with new mass-to-charge values. A specific mass-to-charge ratio, corresponding to an expected product ion, is filtered through the third quadrupole (Q3). The process is useful for evaluating the extent of fragmentation as a function of imparted energy to learn more about the chemical properties of the targeted compound. The strategy can also be useful in identifying a specific molecule from a complex sample with a high degree of certainty.

A second mode, product ion scanning, is a strategy achieved by fixing the first quadrupole mass filter (Q1) to pass only a given mass-to-charge species, inducing fragmentation in Q2, and scanning the third set of rods (Q3) across a wide range of mass-to-charge ratios. In this way, a
specific precursor ion is selected and fragmented, but the results of the fragmentation need not be known before the experiment. Information about the particular fragmentation pathways can be gathered from the new data. This technique generates more information that can be used for determining the chemical identity of the precursor ion.

Parent ion scanning is a tandem MS procedure implemented by scanning the first mass filter (Q1), imparting energy in Q2, and holding the Q3 mass filter constant at a given mass-to-charge ratio. During the experiment, many different ions are fragmented and observed to see if they produce a specific product. The resulting information is useful for several reasons. First, it can provide information about the relationship between multiple peaks in the first mass spectrum. Identifying parent ions can reveal adducts compared to contaminants in the sample, for example. This can simplify the initial spectrum and aid compound assignment. Second, it is possible to learn about the compound class of the precursor ion through this method. For example, many lipids will fragment to a specific product ion which is indicative of the lipid class overall. It is now easier to identify the precursor ion species that resulted in this product due to confident understanding of its class.

Lastly, neutral loss scanning is a strategy accomplished by scanning both the first and second mass filters (Q1, Q3) at the same time, with a constant mass offset between the two. Many precursor ions may be selected, but the only species hitting the detector will be those that fragment at the mass offset between the filters. This type of experiment can also be useful for adding information about the class of precursor ions. As an example, proteins with post-translational modifications (PTMs) can be easily identified in this manner as the PTM tends to readily fragment away from the ion as a neutral loss.
Although each of these strategies was described as a method for a triple quadrupole instrument, they may be implemented in a variety of fashions. The instrument simply needs to perform at least two stages of mass spectrometry with some form of activation in between the stages. Another very common tandem mass spectrometry instrument design is the quadrupole time-of-flight (Q-TOF) in which a quadrupole mass filter acts as the primary mass spectrometer isolating the targeted analyte. The time of flight is then used as a higher resolution second mass analyzer. It has also become popular to use trapping instruments as the first stage of mass analysis due to their ability to accumulate continuously generated ions while the secondary stages are analyzing, keeping the duty cycle for ion acquisition high and enhancing sensitivity. The advantages from this strategy are highlighted when coupled to a relatively slow mass analyzer, such as a Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) or Orbitrap.

While this discussion has focused heretofore on combining mass spectrometers, it is also advantageous to perform tandem mass spectrometry within a single ion trap. Multiple mass analyzers can be used for tandem mass spectrometry in space, while one can achieve tandem mass spectrometry in time using only a single ion trap. With this strategy, a diverse sample of ions can be collected in the trap, which is then made to eject all ions not of a specific mass-to-charge ratio. The remaining trapped ions can be fragmented by a variety of methods as discussed in the following paragraphs. The resulting fragment ions remain stored in the trap and a new mass spectrum is generated as in a conventional experiment. Tandem mass spectrometry in an ion trap is advantageous as it does not require any additional space for new mass analyzers or even additional power supplies that would not be normally used for operation of the ion trap. These advantages are especially relevant when designing a portable, low power instrument.
In order to achieve tandem mass spectrometry in an ion trap, it is necessary to isolate ions of a given mass-to-charge before inducing fragmentation. Resonant ejection, as discussed earlier, is a method to eject ions of high mass while preserving lower mass ions. Scan functions can be created to sequentially eject all mass-to-charge ions except for a target by setting a single supplemental AC on the endcaps and strategically ramping the drive RF voltage such that all other ions come into resonance. Thus, every ion except a single mass-to-charge of interest are ejected from the trap and the target analyte is isolated. A similar effect can be achieved via stored waveform inverse Fourier transform (SWIFT). With this technique, an arbitrary waveform is generated such that it contains every frequency except for the secular frequency of the target ion. When the synthesized waveform is applied to the endcap, it can resonantly eject all non-targeted ions and achieve isolation.

Once ions of a specific mass-to-charge have been isolated, there are also many ways to induce fragmentation. For example, photodissociation can be accomplished by irradiating the ions with light, usually from a laser. Photons are absorbed, causing an increase in internal energy until the vibrational modes are excited to the point of breaking the chemical bonds, causing fragmentation. This process may be activated with multiple photons in the infrared (infrared multi-photon dissociation, IRMPD) or a single photon in the ultraviolet (ultraviolet photodissociation, UVPD).

The most common ion activation method by far, however, is collision induced dissociation (CID). In this process, ions are forced into collisions with neutral gas molecules. In a triple quadrupole, this is typically achieved with a DC gradient into an increased pressure region in the second set of rods (Q2). In an ion trap, this can be effected by subjecting ions to brief resonant excitation. By balancing the exciting and restoring forces in the ion trap, an ion can have kinetic
energy added without leaving the confines of the electrodes. As the ion resonantly gains kinetic energy, collisions with neutral gas molecules cause that energy to be converted into internal energy. The collisions slowly cause the ion to accumulate enough internal energy to fragment. After ion activation, the resulting fragment ions can be mass analyzed to produce the new mass spectrum.

Tandem mass spectrometry is a very useful tool for generating more information about an unknown compound. The fragmentation patterns reveal structural and chemical data about the precursor, aiding greatly in identifying a target. In an ion trap, this capability can be achieved without increasing the footprint or power needs of a device. The low time cost for additional information is very attractive for a portable instrument that seeks to maximize its selectivity.

1.4 High Pressure Mass Spectrometry

The size, weight, and power of portable mass spectrometers are traditionally dominated by the vacuum requirements. Techniques that only function at low pressure mandate low-leak chambers and heavy-duty pumps. Frequently, steel components are used for the chambers, and turbomolecular pumps are included in the system. The steel chamber is both heavy and costly compared to a small plastic chamber that is sufficient for less extreme vacuum systems. Additionally, turbomolecular pumps are expensive, power-hungry, and extremely fragile. Much work has been done in the area of miniaturizing turbo pumps, but they remain problematic for the needs of portable instrumentation. The cost from both a financial and power perspective is an extremely high percentage of practical limits for a compact device. The fragility of the component also greatly affects the ruggedness of any potential final product, essentially ruling it
out for many harsh environments. Even accidental dropping of the instrument during otherwise routine usage may cause serious damage to a spinning turbo pump. Eliminating the necessity for this type of pump is a huge competitive advantage for high pressure techniques.

A pump must be able to maintain the operational pressure while gas flows through an aperture inlet, delivering the sample. Around two mL/min of gas flow through the chamber provides sufficient analyte, without being an unnecessarily large load. Minimizing power is crucial, and a typical power budget for pumping may be only a few Watts. It was determined that a single, miniaturized scroll pump would be able to achieve these metrics, providing a vacuum condition around 1 Torr. This pressure then became the goal for making high pressure mass spectrometry a practical technology.

Some strategies to minimize the pumping load exist, but often come with tradeoffs. Discontinuous atmospheric pressure interfaces (DAPI), for example, is capable of mass spectral determination at lower pressure, but it severely compromises the duty cycle of the instrument. Low duty cycles hinder sensitivity and analysis speed. In DAPI style instruments, such as from the Cooks and Ouyang labs, the atmospheric inlet is only open briefly (10-20 ms) for sample introduction, then the inlet is closed to restore low pressures for the rest of the scan function. Ions are trapped as soon as they are introduced, and they are preserved through the lowering of the pressure. Mass analysis is performed at low pressures, which are calculated based on flow rates and pumping speeds. In all, the entire scan function takes ~1 second. Continuous sampling interfaces have much faster scan functions (~10-20 ms total) as well as inherently higher duty cycles for analyte collection. With very low scan times, signal averaging can be used to improve signal-to-noise while maintaining a rapid analysis.
High pressure operation, however, is not without its own fundamental tradeoffs.\textsuperscript{53} Existing theory suggests that the maximum achievable resolving power is limited by the ratio of the background pressure to the drive frequency of the trap.\textsuperscript{59, 60} This can be stated as
\[
\frac{\Delta m}{m} \propto \frac{P}{\Omega}
\]
(Eq 1.8)

where $\Delta m$ is the peak width, $m$ is the mass of the ion, $P$ is the pressure of buffer gas, and $\Omega$ is the frequency of RF applied to the ring electrode. Simply, this equation suggests that the rate of collisions between trapped ions and neutral buffer gas disperses ions and widens spectral peaks while faster oscillation of the trapping fields can narrow spectral peaks. Experimental results have also shown increasing pressure to cause deterioration of spectral peak width.\textsuperscript{61, 62}

As a reference point, conventional ion trap mass spectrometers have used hyperbolic geometries with $r_0 = 1$ cm and $\Omega \approx 1.1$ MHz. As pressure increases, Equation 1.8 suggests that raising $\Omega$ will offset losses in resolution and preserve peak widths. Changing $\Omega$ is not without its own consequences as the following equation shows in calculating the maximum mass range of an ion trap:
\[
\frac{m_{\text{max}}}{e} = \frac{8V}{q(r_0^2 + 2z_0^2)\Omega^2}
\]
(Eq 1.9)

This equation states that as $\Omega$ increases, in order to maintain a high mass range, either voltage must be increased or trap size must be decreased. Increasing voltage is a problematic route for several reasons. First, higher voltages require higher power to generate, which is not desirable in a portable instrument with minimized SWaP. Second, electrical discharge at high voltages on closely spaced electrodes can be a problem in vacuum chambers, especially with
pressures around 1 Torr, as described by Paschen’s law. Maintaining lower voltages, by reducing trap dimensions to offset frequency increase, is useful in avoiding dielectric breakdown. Electrode miniaturization has clear advantages for portability. By reducing the size of the trap to $r_0 < 500 \text{ µm}$, the ion trap is able to achieve sufficient mass range for analysis of volatile compounds at high frequencies.

Fabrication of hyperbolic geometry electrodes at these small sizes, however, is difficult to say the least. A suitable approximation of the hyperbolic geometry can be made with the much simpler cylindrical ion trap (CIT) as shown in Figure 6. The contributions to the overall electric field from higher order components are much larger with this cylindrical geometry, but the quadrupolar effects dominate, especially near the center of the trap where ions are normally stored. The overall similarity of the generated electric fields means that operationally a cylindrical ion trap can be used for mass spectrometry in much the same way as a hyperbolic ion trap.

One of the fundamental problems stemming from reduced trap size is an inherent decrease in the number of ions that can be analyzed within a trap. A potential solution to this situation is to fabricate an array of ion traps that can be operated in parallel. The ion intensities from each trap may be added so that the sum of all the signals is the result. The underlying assumption for ion trap arrays, however, is that all of the traps are behaving identically. This can be a significant problem at smaller sizes for several reasons. First, the tiny dimensions of the traps mean that it is easy for small changes in alignment or fabrication differences to cause imperfections and variations between the traps. Different electric fields can cause different mass spectra. Second, ion distribution must also be even across the array, as the number of ions within a trap can affect the resulting mass spectrum. If two traps within the array are not operating in exactly the same
conditions, it is likely to cause broadening of the resulting peaks rather than an increase in intensity of the same width peak. This loss in resolution can be a steep price to pay for the sensitivity gains.

The stretched length ion trap (SLIT) geometry is a different approach to solving the sensitivity concern. A SLIT can be fabricated in a similar fashion to a CIT, and a comparison of electrodes is shown in Figure 7. If the ring electrode of a CIT is fabricated by milling out a single hole in sheet metal, the SLIT ring electrode feature can be made by translating the drill bit through the metal for a defined distance. The resulting trap geometry has an ion capacity defined, at least in part, by its length while it has trapping characteristics defined predominantly by the narrow x and z dimensions. This combination is quite beneficial for its use in HPMS. Ions seem to populate the entire length so a much higher number of ions can be stored in a single trap. Resolution and ejection, however, are defined by the much smaller critical dimensions, with the aforementioned advantages of small traps.

The combination of these high pressure strategies results in a truly hand-portable mass spectrometer. This tool can provide new types of data in field environments and inform crucial time-sensitive decisions. In these settings, it is important to remember that the relevant figures of merit are often different than they may be in a laboratory environment. In a core facility at a proteomics lab, for example, resolution is of utmost importance for discovering new proteins in a biological sample. A large, power-hungry device that is relatively slow is quite acceptable as long as the identification of complex, trace components is possible. On the frontline of a warzone, however, rapid and reliable detection of a CWA such as mustard gas is far more important. A small, fast device, even with low resolution, is much more useful in this circumstance. These scenarios provide an illustration of how different aspects of an analytical
instrument are brought to the forefront in different applications. Even if high pressure mass spectrometry is limited in discovery applications, it is poised to make a large impact in the world of detection.

1.5 Objectives

Broadly, the research described herein focuses on improving the selectivity of high pressure mass spectrometry. As noted previously, the extreme reductions in size, weight, and power granted by HPMS come with a reduction in resolution. Many potential applications, however, require a high degree of certainty in identification of unknowns, meaning that good selectivity is an important characteristic of a final device.

To realize the full capabilities of a mass spectrometer with high operating pressure, it is necessary to understand how the pressure is affecting traditional modes of ion trapping. Chapter 2 is a discussion of experiments related to these topics. Investigations were made into how pressure, buffer gas identity, and trap geometry govern the stability regions of trapped ions. Furthermore, the impacts from these parameters on the secular frequency and resonant ejection characteristics were studied.

Beyond simply revealing the changes in behaviors of ions at high pressures, achieving ion manipulation is an impactful goal. Chapter 3 focuses on several modes of ion manipulation. First, ion isolation was achieved by apex isolation, by multi-frequency isolation, and by partial instability scan. Furthermore, manipulation of ions along the previously unconstrained axis of a stretched length ion trap was accomplished via simple alterations to electrode geometries. Additionally, collision induced dissociation was shown in high pressures with several classes of
compounds. Several volatile organic compounds were fragmented, including chemical warfare agent simulants. Fragmentation of nonvolatile analytes, such as peptides and amino acid clusters, was also demonstrated.

Enhancing the fragmentation efficiencies of collision induced dissociation is one of the strongest ways to maximize the selectivity of a high pressure mass spectrometer. The role of important parameters such as pressure, buffer gas identity, and pseudopotential well-depth was studied, and the results are discussed in Chapter 4. Another potential strategy to enhance selectivity is to couple the mass spectrometer with a separation, such as gas chromatography. This technique is also demonstrated as a feasible approach for achieving greater informing power in HPMS.
1.6 Figures

Figure 1.1. Chart of chemical warfare agents issued by the United States government in 1943, demonstrating ways to identify threats and mitigate their effects.
Figure 1.2. Image of steel electrodes in a hyperbolic geometry for three dimensional ion trapping, as well as a cross-sectional diagram.
Figure 1.3. Plot in $a$ and $q$ space indicating when the trajectory of a charged particle is repeated and stable within an oscillating electric field.
Figure 1.4. Detailed plot of the stability area typically used for ion trap mass spectrometry.
Figure 1.5. A) Example illustration of the electrode arrangement in a triple quadrupole instrument. B) Example of a tandem mass spectrometry experiment using this configuration. Ions of various mass-to-charge ratios (yellow, blue, and red) are injected from the ionization source. Q1 acts as a mass filter and passes only blue ions. In Q2, fragmentation occurs, and ions of all sizes are passed. Q3 also acts as a mass filter and allows only ions of a certain mass-to-charge to hit the detector.
Figure 1.6. Plot of the isopotential lines resulting from (A) abbreviated hyperbolic geometry electrodes and (B) cylindrical geometry electrodes.
Figure 1.7. Illustration of fabricated CIT electrodes and SLIT electrodes, which are similar, but the SLIT features an elongated Y-axis.
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Chapter 2: Trapped Ion Behavior at High Pressures

2.1 Introduction:

Neutral buffer gas molecules play an important role in the operation of quadrupole ion traps. Although early theoretical work was developed for the uninterrupted motion of charged particles in oscillating electric fields, it was quickly discovered that some background pressure enhanced performance. Gains in sensitivity and resolution resulted from operation with ~1 mTorr neutral buffer gas, which was typically helium. Due to collisions with these neutral background molecules, trapped ions lose kinetic energy. This impediment to motion causes a relaxation of the trapped ions such that they “cool” to the center of the trap. This phenomenon means that ions that would otherwise be outside the trapping volume are successfully trapped. It also prevents the spurious excitation of undesired ions by unwanted effects, such as the non-idealities in the electric field that frequently occur near the electrodes. In essence, the role of these neutral molecules is understood to be a dampening term on the motion of the trapped ions.

While collisional cooling effects can be beneficial to mass spectrometry, some deleterious impacts also arise from the disruptive nature of the collisions. The secular frequency of trapped ions is an important characteristic, but its fidelity can be adversely affected by collisions with neutrals. The secular frequency is defined by repeated motion within the trap, and random collisions alter that trajectory by affecting both the direction and magnitude of the ion’s velocity. As the number of collisions rises per repeated cycle of the motion, the
behavior of the ion becomes less well defined. Ion cooling from elevated pressures may also confine the ions to a tighter cloud, increasing the role of space-charge effects in distorting the secular frequency.\textsuperscript{10} There have also been suggestions that the stability region is significantly affected by pressure.\textsuperscript{9, 11} For these reasons, pressure above the traditional 1 mTorr has been viewed as a hindrance to attaining quality mass spectra.\textsuperscript{12}

High pressure mass spectrometry (HPMS), however, brings ion trap operation to a pressure regime with significantly increased numbers of collisions between ions and neutral buffer gas molecules. With around 1 Torr of background gas in HPMS, collisions should play a dominating role in ion trap behavior. Discussed in this chapter are experiments focused on characterizing the effects of collisions on trapped ions under HPMS conditions. First, effective trapping conditions are displayed via stability plots for cylindrical ion traps (CITs) and stretched length ion traps (SLITs). These diagrams are then compared at low (10 mTorr) and high pressures (1 Torr). Furthermore, the characteristics of resonant ejection are studied as a function of pressure. Resonant ejection mass spectra are shown across a broad range of resonant conditions and pressures.

2.2 Stability Diagram Analysis

As discussed in Chapter 1 and reshown in Figure 2.1, stability diagrams are two-dimensional plots representing the parameter space in which a given ion can be successfully trapped by an oscillating electric field. Experimentally generated stability diagrams can provide important information about an ion trap in a variety of ways.\textsuperscript{13-15} The plots are traditionally constructed with axes of $a$ and $q$; these serve to bring several important variables into a well-defined, unit-free space.\textsuperscript{4, 16} Included in these variables are the ion mass-to-charge ratio, trap
geometry, RF drive frequency, RF drive voltage and DC voltage applied to the ring electrode.

For our purposes, the ion mass-to-charge ratio, trap geometry and RF drive frequency are held constant as they are not easily changed within the time scale of a single mass spectrum. To adjust the $a$ parameter, one can manipulate the DC voltage applied to the ring electrode relative to the endcaps while the $q$ parameter can be similarly controlled by the RF voltage applied to the ring electrode. Consequently, it is straightforward to test whether or not a specific mass-to-charge ion is stable at given definitions of $a$ and $q$, then plot those results to create experimental stability diagrams.

Noted above, ion trapping efficiencies or ion population decay after trapping may reveal information about the pseudopotential well depth in the trap. Insights from this data are mostly qualitative in nature as the only information gained is relative to other points within the stability region. Historically, stability diagram experiments have also been used to reveal resonance conditions related to the geometry of the trap. At certain $\beta$ values, ions have been noticed to eject from the trap due to the resonant interactions between secular frequency and nonlinear resonances stemming from non-quadrupolar field lines in the trap.\textsuperscript{17} Note that any trap geometry other than purely hyperbolic electrodes will have trapping fields with contributions from higher order terms. These effects will be of possible interest when analyzing the data.

The boundaries of the stability diagram also provide important information about a trap. Since a traditional mass selective instability scan is performed by traversing the ions through $a$-$q$ parameter space across one of the boundary lines, the sharpness of that boundary condition is an important factor in defining mass spectral resolution. If the boundary condition is more gradient in nature than a well-defined limit, ion ejection may behave as a slow leak of ions, causing widening of peaks. Fine sampling around these regions may show if any parameters, such as
pressure, play prominent roles in the definition of these stability boundaries. The actual shape of the stability region may also reveal important characteristics about the ion trap. Beyond simply elucidating a range of acceptable RF and DC values for trapping, the symmetry (or asymmetry) of the stability region reflects the nature of the ion trap. Conventional 3-dimensional traps such as the CIT have stability regions like those discussed in the Chapter 1 and shown in Figure 2.1. Linear ion traps, an alternative trapping geometry, have stability regions that are symmetric around the \( a = 0 \) axis. The stretched length ion trap (SLIT) has been hypothesized to function in the manner of a linear ion trap, so experimentally mapping its stability region is an opportunity to probe their behavior.

To experimentally map a stability region, there are a few important choices to consider with regards to accumulating and then detecting the ions. First, the initial ion population may be acquired in one of two ways. The ions may be accumulated either at the \((a, q)\) coordinate being tested or under a standardized set of conditions before then being moved to the \((a, q)\) point of interest. Representative timing diagrams for these strategies are depicted in Figure 2.4. Second, the stable ion population may be measured in multiple ways. The entire ion population can be ejected towards the detector either via a quick DC pulse on an endcap or via a traditional mass spectral scan. Detecting the ions with a sharp DC pulse rapidly quantifies the entire trapped ion population, which may be beneficial in isolating the factors leading to ion loss. Generating an entire mass spectrum, however, collects information about mass bias or fragmentation. Furthermore, a targeted analysis is possible by integrating only a peak of interest from the mass spectra, while also collecting mass information. Therefore, generating the entire mass spectrum was the method chosen for ion ejection.
For ion accumulation strategies, there are a few important implications that result from the specific strategy chosen. If the trap is set to the $a$ and $q$ values of interest before ion acquisition, these starting conditions will govern the number of ions successfully trapped. When set to values outside the boundary conditions of the stability region, no ions will ever be trapped. Furthermore, the ion trapping efficiency, when inside the stability region, will be dependent on the pseudopotential well depth. Experiments conducted in this mode, therefore, may provide data that elucidates how the well depth varies over the stability region. Furthermore, by acquiring ions at the $a, q$ coordinate of interest, it is assured that trapped ions are truly affected by that particular set of RF and DC conditions, rather than by the intermediate conditions between the starting values and the point being tested. For example, if ions are acquired at $a_z = 0, q_z = 0.4$, but the test point is $a_z = 0.1, q_z = 0.5$, the ion population will either move through intermediate values of $a$ and $q$, or be immediately moved via a sudden change in the system. If the intermediate values include a resonance, there is a possibility for ion excitation and loss. Furthermore, there is the possibility that the intermediate values lie outside the stability region despite both initial and final coordinates being stable trapping conditions.

There are also advantages, however, to the method of acquiring ions at the same $a, q$ coordinate for each experiment. Primarily, a controlled number of ions are included in each experiment. This effect means that space-charge effects are consistent across all experiments. It also means that trapping efficiency, which may be a function of more variables than just pseudopotential well depth, is not a factor. Also, in order to create a mass spectrum, ions are scanned across the $q_z = 0.908$ boundary, meaning the ions already will experience a selection of $a$-$q$ space beyond the single coordinate of interest. Preliminary data suggested, however, that simply moving the ions across the parameter space at a moderate pace does not cause ion
ejection. This tolerance means that it is reasonable to acquire all ions at a standardized ion accumulation $a, q$ coordinate, adjust the RF and DC potentials to the $a, q$ point of interest with a brief period of time at these coordinates for unstable ions to leave the trap. This is then followed by a return to the initial $a, q$ coordinates and a mass selective instability scan.

### 2.2.1 Instrumental Design

High pressure mass spectrometry requires custom instrumentation that has been designed in this laboratory to maximize its flexibility over a broad range of variables.$^{24, 25}$ Nearly all mass spectrometers use electron multipliers as detectors due to their high gain and large bandwidth. A major constraint to electron multipliers, however, is that they are not pressure tolerant. For this reason, a differential chamber technique was used such that ionization and mass analysis was performed in a high pressure region while detection was accomplished in a low pressure region with an electron multiplier. The electrodes of the ion trap itself serve as the conductance limit between the high and low pressure sides. An example of this instrumentation is shown in Figure 2.2 with an exploded view of stacked trap electrodes, a glow discharge ionization source, and an electron multiplier detector. Two versions of instrumentation were used for experiments in this work: a benchtop differential chamber system and a mini differential chamber system.

The benchtop differential chamber was a custom designed vacuum system (approximately 12 cm x 15 cm x 25 cm) with appropriate electrical feedthroughs for the operational strategy shown in Figure 2.3. The detection chamber was pumped with an Agilent TPS compact turbopump, backed by an Agilent SH-110 roughing pump (not shown). A second set of the same model of pumps was also attached to the mass analysis chamber. A conductance
limiting valve was used to control the pumping speed on the mass analysis chamber. A mass flow controller (FMA5408, Omega) was used to introduce either helium or nitrogen background gas. When air was used as the buffer gas, a simple series of needle valves leading to the ambient atmosphere was used as an inlet. By controlling the flow rate of the gas being introduced and the conductance on the pumping exit, it was possible to adjust the pressure within the mass analysis chamber. Pressure measurements were made with a capacitance manometer (627D, MKS, Andover, MA).

For helium or nitrogen buffer gas experiments, a precision leak valve (ULV-150, MDC Vacuum Products, Hayward, CA) was used to introduce analyte at an uncorrected pressure of around 10^{-5} Torr, measured by a full range vacuum gauge (FRG-700, Agilent). With the atmospheric inlet for air buffer gas experiments, the volatile compound was leaked into the chamber through a third needle valve, parallel to the outer valve controlling the air inlet. For low vapor pressure samples, a heating tape (40-60 °C) was wrapped around the test vial to improve signal intensity.

For experiments in helium and nitrogen, ionization was achieved via electron impact with a tungsten filament as the electron source. The accelerating voltage was scaled from -70 to -225 V as pressure increased in order to ensure the electrons reached the trapping volume with sufficient kinetic energy to induce ionization. The filament required between 1.7 and 2.2 A of current to generate sufficient electron flux. A gating lens between the filament and the trap was used to control timing. The tungsten filament, however, is extremely intolerant of oxygen. For experiments in air, therefore, a glow discharge electron source was developed. The source consisted of two circular ~1-inch steel electrode plates separated by a 1-cm Teflon spacer. To control the timing, the voltage on the electrode furthest from the trap was pulsed, stopping and
starting the glow discharge. The electrode nearest the ion trap served also to generate the electric field for accelerating electrons which had escaped the plasma towards the trap through a hole in that electrode. Glow discharge is much more tolerant of oxygen and high pressures, but the source is tuned for a particular pressure and is only able to form the necessary plasma within a certain range (~400-1500 mTorr).

Mini differential chamber systems consist of significantly smaller vacuum chambers (approximately 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm x 9 cm), with an internal volume of under 5 cm³. They were designed for high pressure operation in air, so glow discharge was used as the ionization source. While primarily used as an electron source for electron impact, it can also be used as a primary ion source by placing a positive bias on the electrode nearest the ion trap. In mini systems, the sample introduction was as described above for an air inlet.

For mass analysis, a cylindrical ion trap was constructed by stacking three metal electrodes separated by Kapton or Teflon insulators. Ring electrodes were 0.790 mm thick copper with a trap radius of 0.500 mm while endcap electrodes were beryllium copper with 0.200 mm radius apertures. The insulating spacers were 0.250 mm thick.

With all systems, timing and voltages were controlled from a custom LabVIEW program interfacing with National Instruments hardware (NI PXI-6733, NI PXI-6122). RF for the ion trap was enhanced with a tuned tank circuit using the trap as the capacitive load. The RF signal started from a signal generator (SMB100A, Rohde and Schwarz), underwent an initial amplification by an RF preamplifier (TVA-R5-13, Mini-Circuits), was further amplified by an AR305 power amplifier, and resonated with the trap via a custom built inductor. The inductance value can be adjusted to tune the resonant frequency of the circuit. Gain is high enough to achieve up to 1000 V₀-P in many cases. In this chapter, RF was tuned to near 7 MHz for each
experiment. Supplemental AC is applied directly from an arbitrary function generator (AFG3022, Tektronix). Voltage for the electron multiplier detector (2300, DeTech) is generated from a custom high voltage pulser, and the signal is transduced through a current-to-voltage preamplifier (SR570, Stanford Research Systems) with a gain between 50 and 200 nA/V.

To generate the experimental data discussed in this section, custom software was created. A control script was made to sequentially adjust the RF voltage and DC potentials during the relevant sections of the scan function. The script was given a low value, a high value, and a step size for each of the RF and DC domains. DC was scanned from -10 to 40 V in 2 V increments while RF was scanned from ~100-750 Vp.p in ~50 V increments. The program iterated through these values sequentially, inserting a few control experiments for monitoring any drift from the ionization source or sample introduction. Custom software also was made to integrate the mass peak of interest for each spectrum, resulting in an array of numbers representing the ion intensity at a specific $a, q$ coordinate. The chosen analyte was N,N-dimethylaniline, and the molecular ion ($m/z$ 121) was used as the indicator. Corrections to the intensities could be made based on the drift of the ionization source as determined from the interjected control experiments. This corrected array was turned into a false color plot for visual interpretation.

2.2.2 Pressure Effects on Stability Regions

The first set of experiments was conducted with the strategy of accumulating ions at different $(a,q)$ locations around the stability region followed by ion ejection. A false color contour representation of an experimentally generated stability region at 1 Torr of air buffer gas is shown in Figure 2.5. The axes have been left in experimental variables (y-axis: DC voltage, x-axis: RF voltage) for ease of interpretation, but these correspond directly to the $a$ and $q$ terms.
used to plot the theoretical stability diagrams, as in Figure 2.1. Blue areas correspond to no trapped ions, while white to red regions represent the integrated intensity (low to high) of ions trapped at those conditions. As can be seen from the figure, the region differs from the theoretical version in qualitative shape. Specifically, the RF voltage corresponding to the outer edge of stability (~570 V) is nearly constant over the range of DC values explored. In the theoretical diagrams (Figure 2.1), $q_z$ (or in our case the RF voltage) increases significantly as $a$ decreases. That is, the rightmost edge of the stability area is nearly vertical rather than sloping more gradually as in the theoretical plot. Furthermore, the stability region does not extend to the origin of the plot, which is the same point in $a$, $q$ space as it is in DC, RF space. Of course, it is expected for there to be some variation between the experimental and the theoretical stability regions originating from both pressure and geometric effects. The geometries of cylindrical ion traps are quite different from the purely hyperbolic geometry used in generating the theoretical diagram. These differences lead to significant variation in electric fields, mostly due to contributions from higher order terms in the cylindrical geometry. These higher order fields manifest near the edges of the trapping volume and can significantly impact the motion of trapped ions, leading to the differences in the stability diagrams.

During normal MS operation, DC potentials are not used which means that ions only experience conditions along the $a = 0$ (or DC = 0) axis. This means that the most important point of the right hand boundary is where it intersects this axis, as this defines the boundary ejection point. Other characteristics of the boundary, such as verticality, are useful for analyzing the trapping fields. There is, however, a significant impact on traditional operation that can be noted from the leftmost boundary of the stability region along the $a = 0$ axis. As noted above and predicted by simulations, the boundary does not extend to the origin. Thus, ions with low $q_z$
values, i.e. high mass-to-charge ratio, are not stably trapped whereas in theoretical ion traps, there is no high mass limit for trapping ions. From the experimental data, however, ions are not detected at all with $q$ values below ~0.3, as calculated from RF values below ~200 V\_P-P. Theory does predict a shallow pseudopotential well depth for an ion when the $q$ value is very low, which is likely to explain the practical inability to trap these ions. The impact of this limit is that there is a finite mass window over which ions can be simultaneously trapped. Both operational frequency and pressure are likely to play important roles in determining this mass window. The impact of increased frequency on the stability diagram is to increase the pseudopotential well depth of an ion at the same $q$ value, since a higher $V$ is required to maintain that $q$ value. This trend is likely to extend the stability region towards the origin and enlarge the mass window. Another important factor is pressure, which is investigated in the following experiments.

Ion accumulation efficiency is expected to be a result of multiple factors, including pseudopotential well depth. As seen in Figure 2.5, the regions of high intensity or higher accumulation efficiency of ions, shown in red, are near the left side of the stability region. Calculations, however, predict the deepest pseudopotential well should be achieved at a $q_z \approx 0.8$, near the right hand boundary of the stability region. Based on the voltages applied here, the maximum ionization efficiency is near RF $\approx 270$ V\_P-P, DC $\approx 0$ V, which corresponds to $q_z \approx 0.45$, $a_z \approx 0$. Furthermore, during a mass spectral scan, the ions ejected near $\sim$600 V\_P-P RF, which should correspond to the $q_z = 0.908$ point. The apparent boundary from this stability diagram is somewhat lower than this, near $\sim$570 V\_P-P. This discrepancy may be due to the higher RF voltages disrupting the trajectories of electrons during the ionization period. By preventing the electrons from entering the trap, the larger RF fields are inhibiting ion formation within the trap.
despite the larger pseudopotential well depth meaning that any formed ions are more likely to be successfully trapped.

The effect of pressure on the stability region was further investigated at 500 and 1500 mTorr, and the results shown in Figure 2.6. The diagram in panel B (1500 mTorr) shows horizontal streaks, which are the result of inconsistent ionization capabilities at this pressure. These intensity artifacts makes it difficult to judge the trapping efficiency in the stability region. The overall shape of the plot, however, is still consistent with those generated at 500 and 1000 mTorr. By comparing the plots in Figures 2.5 and 2.6, for example, it is possible to see that over a range of 500-1500 mTorr, the shape of the stability region changes very little. The left-hand and right-hand boundaries appear too similar to draw any distinct conclusions. Literature suggestions, based on simulations, show competing trends of enlarging and shrinking stability regions based on pressure. \(^9, 11\) Neither effect is strongly supported by the data shown here, studied over a smaller pressure range.

The possible effects from higher order fields, which would result in areas of instability within the boundaries, are not seen in the data. While calculations from the trap geometry show a large contribution from non-quadrupolar fields, their impact on the stability region may be prevented for a variety of reasons. First, the resonance points may represent relatively narrow sets of conditions, while the experiment had large enough step sizes to miss some of these points. Based on some simulations and the sheer number of data points in the experiments, this undersampling seems unlikely to be a complete explanation. A second, more convincing reason is that the high pressure of buffer gas in the trapping volume acted as a damper to prevent resonance excitation. Since higher order fields have their most significant impact near the edges of the trapping volume, the increased collisional cooling may have more closely confined the ions to
the center of the trap. Furthermore, the collisional dispersing of ion motion may have prevented the resonant overlap from being strong enough to cause ejection of otherwise stable ions.

The stability diagram was then generated with ion accumulation, as discussed previously, performed at a standardized set of $a$ and $q$ condition. To generate Figure 2.7, the ions were trapped at $a = 0.0$, $q = 0.4$, moved to the desired $a$ and $q$ values to be tested, held for 2 milliseconds for loss of unstable ions, then transferred back to the standardized $a, q$ condition, followed by ejection past the boundary. This resulted in the stability region being enlarged in multiple dimensions. The left-hand boundary remains similar to that in Figure 2.5, but there is a much greater tolerance for DC voltage (at least 40 V vs. 20 V), and the right-hand boundary is pushed slightly towards higher voltages. The new right-hand boundary also lines up much better with the observed ejection voltages for ions, ~600 V$_{P-P}$, and the shape approaches that of the theoretical stability diagram. The power supplies used for the DC voltage were insufficient to investigate the bottom-most border of the stability region such that 40 V was the upper limit tested, but that mode is also quite far from normal modes of operation. Of note, the boundaries appear quite sharp and there is an almost binary feature of ions being preserved as long as they were moved within the stability region but being entirely lost outside the stability region.

To extend the range of pressures tested, a tungsten filament was used as the electron source at low pressures with helium as the buffer gas at 10 mTorr. The resulting stability region is shown in Figure 2.8. Again, the horizontal streaks in the plot are due to fluctuations in electron intensity coming from the filament over the several hours of experimentation. Importantly, despite the geometry of this ion trap being identical as those in prior experiments, the left-hand boundary is pushed to lower voltages. This effect also suggests that pressure does play an important role in the determining stable trapping conditions. It is likely that buffer gas
characteristics (e.g. mass) are the cause of this shift, although the role of buffer gas identity was not directly isolated in these experiments. The diagram in Figure 2.8 also does not reach to the origin of the plot, suggesting pressure is not the only variable limiting the mass window. It is also interesting that the boundaries, particularly the right-hand boundary, do not appear as distinct at these low pressures compared to high pressures, which would be expected to correspond to a loss of mass resolution. Most likely, these regions along the border simply have lower pseudopotential well depths, so ions are easily lost at low pressure, but sufficiently damped at high pressure.

2.2.3 Characterizing the Stability Region of SLITs

Experiments up to this point have focused on stability regions generated from cylindrical ion traps. The stretched length ion trap (SLIT) geometry with its larger trap volume, however, has been shown to improve sensitivity for high pressure mass spectrometry. It is therefore of interest to explore the properties of this device, especially the range of stable trapping conditions. Figures 2.9 and 2.10 show results from analogous experiments to Figures 2.7 and 2.8, respectively. Comparing the 1 Torr and 10 mTorr results in Figure 2.9 and 2.10, the same differences are present as were seen for CITs at these pressures: the ionization stability is not as consistent, and the stability region is shifted to lower RF voltages on both boundaries.

Comparing the 1 Torr SLIT and CIT data in Figures 2.9 and 2.7, however, reveals some important variations. First, the right-hand boundary is pushed slightly towards higher RF voltages with a slight convex curve rather than a slant – the maximum stable RF value is with 0 V DC rather than with a strong positive DC. There also appears to be less tolerance for DC voltage with the SLIT trap. These are interesting characteristics, but it takes some analysis to
understand their full implications. It was discussed earlier that SLITs were believed to be two-dimensional traps in nature and that this style of trap has a stability diagram that is symmetric around the $a = 0$ axis. The stability regions shown in these figures are clearly asymmetric, so it seemed likely that there are strong three-dimensional characteristics to the trapping behavior of SLITs.

For comparison, a simulation of the stability region of a SLIT at 1 Torr is shown in Figure 2.11. There is a strong agreement between the experimental and simulated data. The outline shapes are much the same, and significantly the simulation is also asymmetrical. One of the strengths of simulation compared to experiments, however, is the ability to investigate other factors involved with ion trapping. It is challenging to determine experimentally how unstable ions leave the trapping volume. With simulations, tracking ion positions is possible, and it was noted that not all instability conditions resulted in identical ion behavior. In Figure 2.12, for example, is a SIMION plot of ion trajectories when there is a strong negative DC component on the ring electrode. The ions remain stable in the x-z plane, but are unstable along the y-axis where they extend the length of the SLIT. Another way of stating this effect is that ions are trapped in two-dimensions and pulled out towards the ends of the SLIT by the attractive forces of the negative potential. In most other conditions of instability, the ions are in fact becoming unstable in either the x (width) or z (endcap to endcap) dimension. With this new information in mind, SLITS are truly behaving as two dimensional traps with the constraint that the endcaps are not held at ground as they would be in a conventional linear ion trap. This constraint abbreviated the upper region of the stability diagram by drawing the ions into the electrodes along the y-axis when they would otherwise be stable. Synthesizing all of this information has led to a much
deeper understanding of the SLIT and its behaviors. Future work in Chapter 3 will seek to further take advantage of these characteristics and potentially overcome some of the weaknesses.

2.3 Resonant Ejection Behavior Analysis

Resonant ejection, as discussed in Chapter 1, is a powerful tool in mass spectrometry. Briefly, by applying a supplemental AC potential to the endcaps of a trap, any ions that have secular motion at that same frequency will be resonantly excited. If the excited ions reach the edge of the trap, they will be ejected and likely detected. This technique can extend mass range, improve resolution, and be used for non-sequential ejections. In order to reach the point of ejection, however, resonant excitation must cause the ion to excursion to the edge of the trap. The increased collisions in HPMS systems are likely to inhibit that behavior by impeding the ions’ velocity and by disrupting the fidelity of the secular motion. The experiments in this section explore the implications of increased pressure on resonant ejection.

One particular phenomenon observed with resonant ejection in miniature cylindrical ion traps, such as those in HPMS, is double resonance ejection. The first resonance in this case is between the secular frequency of the ion and the supplemental AC. The second resonance occurs with the nonlinear fields arising from the non-hyperbolic geometries within the trap. These nonlinear resonances are very intense in a cylindrical trap, which has many higher order field contributions by design, and in a miniaturized trap, where the higher order fields at the fringe of the geometry are closer to the ions. The double resonance conditions mean that there is a noticeable increase in signal intensity and resolution when resonant ejection is enacted at a
frequency corresponding to a nonlinear resonance within the trap. We explore the impact of pressure on this phenomenon in cylindrical ion traps in the following experiments.

The results from these experiments are represented in complex three-dimensional plots. The plots show stacked mass spectra, with each blue trace showing a mass spectrum captured at specific supplemental AC frequencies applied to the end cap with all other variables held constant. Between panes, a different supplemental AC voltage is applied and between figures (Figures 2.12-14), a different buffer gas pressure. All spectra are of pure xenon in helium, and since xenon is an atomic species, all peaks would be the result of an isotope rather than any possible fragmentation. This simplicity aids interpretation of results significantly. For comparison, boundary ejection spectra are seen in the A panel of each figure and show that there is some variation of signal intensity due to fluctuations in the electron flux from the tungsten filament.

Figure 2.13 shows data at 1 mTorr of helium buffer gas, which has been the historical condition for ion trap mass spectrometry. In panel A, there is very low (10 mV₀.p) supplemental AC, so every spectrum is just a boundary ejection spectrum of xenon. The peaks appear near the upper-left edge of the plot though there are also small ridges of signal at slightly lower ejection voltages, likely resulting from higher order fields in the trap. The subsequent panels show resonant ejection spectra of xenon with varied frequencies of supplemental AC. For the lower-right axis, supplemental AC frequency, as a fraction of drive RF (Ω = 7 MHz), increases from right to left. Based solely on a direct resonance between this frequency and the secular frequency ω, one would expect the RF ejection voltage to increase as the AC frequency increases up to Ω/2 (3.5 MHz). That feature is observed in panels B, C, and D. The maximum frequency of the secular motion, however, is Ω/2. Once the supplemental AC frequency is above Ω/2, the secular
frequency cannot be in direct resonance. On first pass, this effect would mean that there should only be boundary ejection when the supplemental AC frequency is above this threshold. Simulation data, however, has shown a strong (although weaker than the secular frequency) sideband motion at a frequency of \((\Omega - \omega)\). Data shows that this behavior is also observed experimentally, resulting in resonant ejection. This ejection tendency extends the horseshoe shape of the ejection profile above \(AC/\Omega = 0.5\). Note that at supplemental AC frequencies near the drive RF frequency, there is no resonant ejection and the signal reverts to boundary ejection at the edge of the spectrum. This effect is due to the relative weakness of that sideband motion.

The spectra in Figure 2.13 vary drastically in intensity. There are multiple spectra where the signal is substantially enhanced as a result of double-resonance conditions. Overlapping these nonlinear resonances with the supplemental AC and the secular frequency of the ions leads to these substantial increases in signal. The exact location of these enhancements changes based on the intensity of the supplemental AC, as can be seen by comparing panel B (0.50 V_{0-p}), panel C (1.0 V_{0-p}), and panel D (2.0 V_{0-p}). Notice also that intensity scale bars change between plots due to the strong ion pulse at the rightmost corner, a result of the pulsed AC ejecting many ions right as it is turned on. In the short range of voltages used in this experiment, the larger AC voltage led to larger signal.

Figure 2.14 is an analogous experiment at 300 mTorr of helium buffer gas. Note there is a shift to higher RF voltages (350-750 V from 200 to 650 V) used due to a change in the functional mass window at this pressure. Panel A is again simply the boundary ejection spectra. Panel B is shown with 1.0 V_{0-p} supplemental AC as compared to 0.50 V_{0-p}. At this higher pressure, increased AC voltages were required to produce similar results as those at lower pressures. Furthermore, there does not appear to be nearly the same variation along the horseshoe feature.
Although the ejection voltage changes with AC frequency, the signal and resolution were not affected significantly. Panel D does show one small area of no signal. This is likely an artifact from a temporary failure of either the ionization or the detector. Trends in the experiment, however, make it unlikely that there is significant information hidden in this region. Figure 2.15 is a further extension of the experiment, performed at 1 Torr of helium buffer gas. The data look very similar to that taken at 300 mTorr of helium in Figure 2.14, but in general required higher AC voltages to produce the same effect. Again, there is no significant variation in signal intensity, revealing a lack of double resonance points. At this high pressure, it is clear that it takes high voltages to effect ejection at these high frequencies of supplemental AC.

The trend emerging from these experiments is that pressure acts as a significant damper on resonant behavior in the ion traps. The supplemental AC voltage necessary to induce resonant ejection increases with pressure. Increased collisions between the ion and neutral buffer gas at higher pressures impede the acceleration of the ion and disrupt the characteristic secular frequency, resulting in a two-pronged damping effect. Furthermore, double resonant characteristics are almost non-existent at high pressures. Since the higher order fields are unchanging, how the ions are experiencing the trapping fields must be a function of pressure. The higher pressures appear to be cooling the ions to the center of the trap, limiting their exposure to the higher order fields near the edges. Even once the ions have begun excitation, the pressure is likely preventing the ions from experiencing some of the fringing fields at the edge of the trap. The result is that a microscale ion trap with non-ideal geometries actually behaves more similarly to a purely hyperbolic trap as pressure increases. While double-resonant behavior has been an effective tactic for improving resolution and sensitivity in microscale traps, it is shown
to be incompatible with high pressures. Resonant ejection, however, is shown to behave very similar to theoretical predictions provided a high enough amplitude.

2.4 Conclusions

This chapter investigated the behavior of trapped ions and how those behaviors are affected by pressure. Stability regions at high pressures were experimentally mapped and compared to their low pressure counterparts, showing a reduction of mass window, but a preservation of sharp boundaries, high efficiency ion preservation, and adherence to theoretical predictions. The stability region for SLIT geometries was also explored. Experimental data and simulations revealed the two-dimensional trapping characteristics of the SLIT. Future experimentation could pursue more geometries of traps as well as additional types of ions. It would be possible to add small dimensional changes to a CIT or SLIT and investigate the effects on the stability region. Furthermore, other novel geometries could serve as interesting subjects. All stability region experiments were performed on a $m/z$ 121 ion, but pseudopotential well depth varies with mass-to-charge ratio. Using different ion masses, therefore, may affect the perceived mass window and ion accumulation efficiencies. Using doubly charged species may also affect this behavior. No comprehensive studies have been completed exploring comparisons of helium and air buffer gas at the same conditions.

Resonant behavior, especially double resonance, was shown to be greatly damped with pressure. It was demonstrated that increasing the supplemental AC voltage at higher pressures can still effect resonant ejection, which is a valuable strategy for HPMS to extend mass range and achieve good resolution. It also has shown promise for interacting with trapped ions via axial
AC towards other purposes, such as tandem mass spectrometry. The double resonance points of SLITS have not yet been investigated at low pressures.

The results described in this section have been important steps towards building an understanding of HPMS. While no new functionality was demonstrated, these experiments served to elucidate the role of pressure on the behaviors of trapped ions, informing future strategies.
2.5 Figures

Figure 2.1: Detailed plot of the stability area typically used for ion trap mass spectrometry.

The yellow portion represents the set of conditions for which an ion is stably trapped.
Figure 2.2: Exploded cartoon view of the components in a differential pressure mass spectrometer. 1) Glow discharge ionization source. 2) Ion trap end cap. 3) Ion trap ring electrode. 4) Ion trap endcap. 5) Electron multiplier for detection, held at low pressure.
Figure 2.3: Control diagram representing the necessary components of the entire mass spectrometer. The pink box designates the components inside the vacuum chamber.\textsuperscript{33}
Figure 2.4: Timing diagram for the experimental methods of mapping stability regions. In Panel A, ions are accumulated at varied values of $a$ and $q$ between time = 0.5 and 1.5 and then ejected by ramping the RF voltage. In Panel B, ions are accumulated at a standardized value of $a$ and $q$ (Time = 0.5 to 1.5) before being moved to the experimental conditions (between time = 2.5-3.5) followed by ejection (Time > 6).
Figure 2.5: Stability diagram for a CIT with $r_0 = 500$ µm with 1 Torr air buffer gas, generated from molecular ion of N,N-dimethylaniline ($m/z$ 121). This experiment used the timing diagram shown in Figure 2.4.A.
Figure 2.6: Stability diagrams for a CIT with $r_0 = 500 \, \mu m$, at A) 500 and B) 1500 mTorr air buffer gas, generated from molecular ion of N,N-dimethylaniline ($m/z$ 121). This experiment used the timing diagram shown in Figure 2.4.A.
Figure 2.7: Stability diagram for a CIT with $r_0 = 500 \, \mu m$, at 1 Torr air buffer gas, generated from molecular ion of N,N-dimethylaniline ($m/z$ 121). This experiment used the timing diagram shown in Figure 2.4.B.
Figure 2.8: Stability diagrams for a CIT with $r_0 = 500 \, \mu m$, at 10 mTorr helium buffer gas, generated from molecular ion of N,N-dimethylaniline ($m/z$ 121). This experiment used the timing diagram shown in Figure 2.4.B.
Figure 2.9: Stability diagrams for a SLIT with $x_0 = 500$ µm, at 1 Torr air buffer gas, generated from molecular ion of N,N-dimethylaniline ($m/z$ 121). This experiment used the timing diagram shown in Figure 2.4.B.
Figure 2.10: Stability diagrams for a SLIT with $x_0 = 500 \ \mu \text{m}$, at 10 mTorr helium buffer gas, generated from molecular ion of N,N-dimethylaniline ($m/z$ 121). This experiment used the timing diagram shown in Figure 2.4.B.
Figure 2.11: A stability diagram for a SLIT, generated via simulation in SIMION. The boundaries show clear asymmetry, but also do not have the expected shape for a three-dimensional trap along the right-hand border.
Figure 2.12: Trajectories of ions from SIMION simulation$^{28}$ along the $z$-$x$ and $y$-$x$ planes of a SLIT with -8 V DC, 400 V$_{P-P}$ RF. Although ions are stable along the $z$-axis, they are unstable along the $y$-axis due to the negative potential from the DC bias.
Figure 2.13: Stacked spectra showing the interaction of supplemental AC with trapped atomic ions of xenon at 1 mTorr helium buffer gas. Each blue line (running lower right to upper left) is a mass spectrum. Moving right to left along the lower right axis (AC/Ω), supplemental AC frequency increases as a fraction of drive RF frequency. Drive RF voltage (RF (V)) is ramped as in a traditional mass scan and plotted from right to left as the lower left axis. The voltage of supplement AC is set for each panel: A) 0.010 V₀-P B) 0.50 V₀-P C) 1.0 V₀-P D) 2.0 V₀-P.
Figure 2.14: Stacked spectra showing the interaction of supplemental AC with trapped atomic ions of Xenon at 300 mTorr helium buffer gas. AC voltage was held at A) 0.010 \( V_{0\cdot P} \) B) 1.0 \( V_{0\cdot P} \) C) 2.0 \( V_{0\cdot P} \) D) 3.0 \( V_{0\cdot P} \).
Figure 2.15: Stacked spectra showing the interaction of supplemental AC with trapped atomic ions of Xenon at 1.0 Torr helium buffer gas. AC voltage was held at A) 0.010 V₀-p B) 1.0 V₀-p C) 2.0 V₀-p D) 4.0 V₀-p.
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Chapter 3: Ion Manipulation in High Pressure Ion Traps

3.1 Introduction

High pressure mass spectrometry (HPMS) has recently been shown as a viable strategy to push the frontiers of miniaturized mass spectrometry.\(^1\) A drawback to the technique, however, is a degradation of mass spectral resolution, and thus selectivity, due to collisional broadening. Because of this tradeoff, more species are likely to appear isobaric, meaning they are observed to have the same mass-to-charge ratio. One strategy to combat this trend is to increase the drive frequency of the trap. This tactic, however, requires reduction of trap size, thus decreasing sensitivity, in order to avoid large increases in power consumption. To overcome the loss in sensitivity, the stretched length ion trap (SLIT), with a higher ion capacity, was developed.\(^2\), \(^3\) It is also possible to further improve both sensitivity and selectivity by exploiting the advantages from ion trapping. Tandem mass spectrometry, for example, is an important technique due in large part to its capability to differentiate isobars and improve selectivity.\(^4\), \(^5\)

Ion traps have significant capabilities beyond other mass analyzers due to their ability to store ions for prolonged periods of time.\(^6\), \(^7\) Once the ions are trapped, it is possible to manipulate them by controlling the electric field within the trap. Frequently these interactions facilitate means of probing ion characteristics other than mass-to-charge ratio. For example, ion traps are popular tools in ion spectroscopy,\(^8\), \(^9\) and were used for such experiments even before the invention of the quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer.\(^10\), \(^11\) For our purposes, we take advantage of three major forms of trapped ion manipulation: spatial control of ions in the y-axis of SLITs;
mass-selective ion isolation where unwanted ions are ejected, leaving the ion of interest in the trap; and resonant excitation for collision-induced dissociation (CID), where the fragmentation pattern can be used to improve chemical identification.

SLITs, like all linear ion traps (LITs), spatially confine ions into a linear ion cloud, along the length of which ions can move freely. Figure 3.1 shows a depiction of the ring electrodes for these trapping geometries, where trapped ions are free to move along the z-axis of a LIT or y-axis of a SLIT. Because of their larger volumes compared to cylindrical or hyperbolic ion traps respectively, there are significant improvements in sensitivity from these trapping strategies. To fully take advantage of this increase in sensitivity, ensuring that ion ejection occurs from a single point would prevent inconsistent conditions at detection, thereby improving resolution. Current HPMS design has the detector in line of sight of the ionization source. It would be preferable to inject and eject ions from distinctly different portions of the SLIT to avoid overloading the Faraday cup detector with excess charge during ion accumulation. To control the location of ion ejection, slight modifications to the geometries of SLITs affecting the potentials within the trap were investigated.

To effectively implement tandem mass spectrometry in an ion trap, there are two fundamental steps needed: mass-selective ion isolation and resonant excitation for CID. In the first step, a targeted precursor ion population is isolated from other accumulated ions, ensuring that peaks in the subsequent mass spectrum are directly related to the precursor, rather than a potential interferent. Second, the selected ions must be activated, causing fragmentation. In ion traps, this activation is almost always collision-induced dissociation (CID) via resonant excitation. These new fragments can be mass analyzed, revealing important chemical information about the initial ion population, differentiating the analyte from other species with
the same mass-to-charge ratio. Note it is possible to go beyond the two stages of tandem MS with the limiting factor on stages simply being the efficiency of each stage of isolation and fragmentation.\textsuperscript{14}

Experiments in this chapter focused on improving chemical identification through manipulations of trapped ions at high pressures to enhance sensitivity and selectivity. Spatial ion control in a tapered SLIT and a SLIT with supplementary electrodes are investigated. The steps necessary to perform tandem mass spectrometry are also investigated. Precursor ion isolation is demonstrated at high pressures via apex isolation, SWIFT-like multi-frequency excitation, and abbreviated instability scans. Collision-induced dissociation (CID) via resonant excitation is demonstrated in high pressure ion traps with 1 Torr air buffer gas.

3.2: Spatial Control of Ion Ejection from SLITs

The spatial profile of ions upon ejection from SLITs has been previously investigated.\textsuperscript{2} It was found that ions rapidly sampled the entire length of the trap, though they would become axially unstable and eject at local “hot spots” created by geometrical variations. The location of these “hot spots” was difficult to predict from simple observation of the electrodes. As pressures increased to HPMS conditions, however, the effects of these “hot spots” were minimized, likely due to collisions inhibiting the resonant amplification of ions due to the higher order fields hypothesized to be present at these points. Because of this smoothing effect, under the conditions desired for a portable device at 1 Torr of air buffer gas, the ejection profile was generally uniform along the length of the SLIT.
Other researchers have also investigated strategies to effectively control the location of ion ejection from two-dimensional traps. Extensive research has been conducted into mass selective methods for axial ejection from linear ion traps.\textsuperscript{12,15} Axial ejection has offered advantages in resolution over conventional radial ejection and is extremely useful for hybrid instruments, where the ions can easily be ejected as a tight beam into a subsequent mass analyzer. The predominant strategy employed in commercial traps is to excite ions radially and use fringing fields near the endcaps to couple that motion into the axial dimension. Another strategy is to add a potential gradient along the length of the trap by adding slanted wire electrodes between the electrode rods.\textsuperscript{16,17} Because the electrodes are different distances from the center of the trap, there is a roughly linear electric field imposed along the length of the ion trap, keeping the ions moving towards the exit end cap.\textsuperscript{18}

If internal ion manipulation is successful, there is a possible added advantage of injecting ions in one location of the trap and ejecting the ions at a different location of the trap. The desire to implement this capability stems from an overabundance of charge during ion accumulation. Much of this charge will escape the trap and, depending on the trap to detection geometry, impact the detector. This is especially detrimental for a Faraday cup detector, where the response time and sensitivity are a function of the amplification circuitry. Designing the circuitry to maximize bandwidth and sensitivity, however, requires tradeoffs with the robustness to handle this abundance of charge. The most likely impact is that the detector generates a maximum output unrelated to the mass spectrum and will require some time, on the order of a few milliseconds, to return to a baseline response. This requires added time to the scan function and may affect sensitivity and the ability to perform enough scans to average. Having spatial control of ions along the length of a SLIT would allow the detector to be offset from the ionization
region, preventing the excess charge during ionization from impacting the detector. This would simplify the design of the appropriate detection circuit.

3.2.1: Tapered SLIT Geometry

Research has previously explored the impact of introducing a taper along the lengthwise y-axis of a SLIT.\(^2\) It was found that at low pressures, ions did preferentially eject from the smaller end of the trap, where their experienced \(q_z\) value would be increased due to the smaller dimensions. Thus, ions that were rapidly sampling the full length of the trap would first become unstable in the smaller portion of the trap and eject. These experiments, however, used traditional operating conditions with no DC potential on the ring electrode. Applying a DC potential to a tapered ring electrode creates an electric potential gradient (Figure 3.2) along the length of the SLIT. Rather than relying on ions to randomly sample the full length of the trap, this field drives ions to a specific location. A positive potential on the ring should drive the trapped ions (typically positive in charge) to the wider end of the trap, where they can be furthest away from the walls of the ring electrode. A negative potential, in contrast, should pull the ions towards the narrow end. Stability diagrams indicate, however, that there is a limit to the negative potential (on the order of several volts) that can be applied as it will likely pull the ions into neutralizing on the electrodes.

There is a potential drawback to the tapered geometry, though. The tapered geometry is, in many ways, equivalent to non-parallel rods used in a linear ion trap.\(^{13}\) The skewing of the trap, rather than simply leading to selective ejection from one space, can lead to ejection at different voltages at different locations along the length of the trap. When scanning voltages, this causes
multiple masses being ejected at the same time, which corresponds to a loss in mass spectral resolution.

To determine the effect of various DC potentials applied to the ring electrode on the SLIT ejection location, three experiments (Figure 3.3) were run where the ion intensity was measured from the entire SLIT, from the right-hand side or “broad” side of the SLIT, and from the left-hand or “narrow” portion of the SLIT. This was accomplished by placing conductive copper tape, in electrical contact with the endcap, over the respective areas where signal was undesired such that all signal would be from the opposite half of the trap. In this case, the SLIT had a 10% taper of the x-dimension along the y-axis. The combination of geometry and applied voltage creates a potential gradient as seen in Figure 3.2. With a positive potential applied, a valley is created on the broad side of the trap (the deepest region of which is shaded), causing ions to pool there. A negative potential creates an opposite field, causing ion migration toward the narrow side. For these experiments, the DC values were held constant throughout the scan function.

For comparison purposes, each trace was normalized to the signal with 0 volts applied, where no electric field controlled ion location. The black trace shows the signal from the whole tapered SLIT. As the whole trap is being sampled, signals higher than 1 would indicate improved trapping while signals below 1 indicate the opposite. The maximum signal is seen with 2 V DC on the ring electrode. This is consistent with the experimental stability diagrams for straight-edged SLITs generated in Chapter 2. Also as expected, overall signal decreases with increasing negative voltages.

The blue trace corresponds to the mass spectral intensity from the broad side of the SLIT when a blocking electrode was placed between the detector and the narrow half of the SLIT. If no effect on ejection location is present, the relative signal would be expected to mimic the
signal acquired from the entire trap (black trace). As predicted, the relative signal intensity increases with the maximum at approximately 2 V DC potential. Part of this increase is due to the increase in total number of ions trapped as a whole but the relative gain is significantly stronger than that observed from the entire SLIT. This indicates that the trapped ions have shifted their ejection location more towards the broad side of the trap rather than the narrow side. The red trace was generated with a blocking electrode between the wide half of the SLIT and the detector, thus representing the intensity of ions ejecting from the narrow side. The expected signal intensity increase with a positive potential is again seen due to improved trapping, though it occurs at 1 V compared to 2 V DC as in the entire trap and broad side signals. Based on the broad side ejection results, this is expected since the majority of ions should be on the broad side when positive DC potentials are applied. Compared to the entire trap signal, the relative gains in intensity are weaker over the range of positive voltages, indicating a lower proportion of the ions ejecting from the narrow side. While the signal decreases slightly with a few negative volts DC, the relative signal is higher than the broad side signal, indicating a higher proportion of ions on the narrow side. These trends show agreement with the expected outcomes for ions moving towards the narrow end of a tapered SLIT with negative DC and towards the broader end with positive DC.

Figure 3.4 shows the signal from the broad and narrow sides plotted as the ratio of the intensity of ions ejected from the broad side to the intensity of ions ejected from the narrow side of the SLIT. Even at 0 V, the broader side of the trap has a factor of ~2.2x more ions. That side is larger in volume, storing significantly more ions even with no applied DC voltage. This ratio, however, clearly grows with small positive DC and shrinks with small negative DC. Beyond
about 3 V in either direction, however, the ratios tend to fall off the expected trend, but this is likely due to a drop in the overall signal affecting the results.

The expected loss in resolution from non-parallelism within the trap was present with the tapered SLIT, but the high pressures tended to cause a more significant limitation for the optimum resolution. The degradation of resolution was frequently observed as an alteration of mass spectral peak shape, normally fronting. This fronting behavior was likely the result of a small population of ions ejecting from the narrow portion of the SLIT first while the majority of ions ejected later in the scan from the broad portion of the SLIT. Furthermore, the signal was noticed to be reduced in these experiments compared to the expected signal from a straight-edged SLIT, despite the overall volume of the trap being increased by the introduction of the taper.

From the data presented, it is clear that preferential control over the ions’ ejection location is possible. The largest ratio from Figure 3.4 shows that there can be a ~4.5x factor of ions or around 80% of the ions on the broader side of the trap compared to the narrow at 2 V. For negative applied voltages, the ratio of trapped ion is ~0.9 at -3 V meaning that the slight majority of trapped ions are being ejected from the narrow side, despite the smaller volume. As trap miniaturization to reduce voltage requirements while using high frequencies is the direction this project is heading, transporting ions to the smallest portion of the ion trap for mass analysis would be the largest benefit. The results of these experiments, however, show that influencing ions in the direction of smaller dimensions is significantly more difficult than into the larger dimensions. Although not as beneficial as transporting ions to the narrow side of the trap, this is still a useful capability.
3.2.2: Supplementary Electrode SLIT Geometry

Another strategy for controlling ion location is to introduce an electric field gradient along the y-axis of a SLIT. Printed circuit boards (PCBs), as shown in Figure 3.5, were designed to match the footprint of the ring and endcap electrodes of the trap. A slot feature through the middle was slightly (~5 millimeters) larger than the ion trap (SLIT) feature in the paired ring electrode. On these PCBs, copper leads extend from the circular solder point and are exposed at the exact edge of the slot and act as supplementary electrodes. The circular solder point is used to establish electrical connection to these supplementary electrodes, which are exposed to the trapping volume of the ion trap. As part of the PCB construction, the copper leads for the exposed electrodes are covered with a solder mask that acts as an insulator. These PCBs are inserted between the ring and each endcap electrode (with the solder mask facing the endcaps) and act as spacers. Applying a potential to the supplementary electrodes will affect the electric fields the trapped ions experience inside the trap and can be used to control ion location. By electrically connecting the upper and lower supplementary electrodes together, symmetry in the x-z plane is preserved while a gradient is created in the y-axis. A negative potential would be expected to pull positive ions towards that portion of the trap, while a positive potential should repel the positive ions. Experimental conditions where portions of the trap were blocked from the detector, as in the tapered SLIT experiments, were repeated here. For these experiments, however, a benchtop miniature mass spectrometer from 908 Devices, Inc. with Faraday cup detection was used. Operational pressure was ~1 Torr of ambient air buffer gas, and the drive RF frequency was ~6 MHz. The DC potential applied to the supplementary electrodes was generated by a standalone power supply and was held constant throughout the scan function.
Figure 3.6 shows the results of the control experiment where the signal intensity is derived from the entire length of the SLIT trap. Each trace shows the mass spectrum of N,N-dimethylaniline with 0 V DC (black trace), -30 V DC (red trace), or 30 V DC (blue trace) applied to the supplementary electrodes. It can be seen that there is a very slight variation in intensity based on voltage applied, with the signal intensity increasing as the voltage decreased. To generate Figure 3.7, a blocking electrode was placed between the detector and the half of the SLIT without any supplementary electrodes, and the same scan conditions repeated. Thus, the only ions hitting the detector should be ejecting from the side of the SLIT with the supplementary electrodes. The color assigned to each trace is the same as in the previous figure, but the signal intensity variation between the traces is significant. With -30 V applied on the supplemental electrodes, the signal is approximately double the intensity with 0 V applied. This result is consistent with ions being evenly dispersed along the y-axis with 0 V applied and only half reaching the detector due to the blocking electrode. With -30 V applied, the vast majority of ions are trapped near the supplementary electrodes so a large signal should be detected. With 30 V applied, the ions should accumulate on the half of the trap blocked from the detector, resulting in very little signal.

As mentioned above, one of the primary goals for the spatial control of ions is to be able to inject and eject ions from completely different regions of the ion trap. To test this capability, a blocking electrode was placed between the detector and the portion of the SLIT with no supplemental electrodes. A second blocking electrode was placed between the ionization source and the portion of the SLIT with supplemental electrodes. Thus, there was no direct line of sight between the ionization source and the detector, meaning any generated ions must be transported to the side of the trap with supplementary electrodes to be successfully detected. Figure 3.8
demonstrates the signal intensities with 0 and -30 V applied to the supplementary electrodes. Note that even with no voltage applied to the supplemental electrodes (black trace), a small peak is seen, so ions must be dispersed along the full width of the SLIT, despite being collected in a region with no direct path to the detector. With -30 V applied to the supplemental electrodes (red trace), there is a significant gain in sensitivity due to the ions pooling at and ejecting from the region of the SLIT away from the detector-side blocking electrode.

This strategy of supplemental electrodes was shown to be immensely successful at spatially manipulating ions along a SLIT. While these mass spectra could not be converted onto a mass axis due to there only being one peak, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) was measured to be near 0.4 ms in each experiment in Figures 3.6-3.8. This configuration shows minimal cost in terms of resolution as well as experimental complexity, while significant enhancements were shown in terms of ability to control the ejection profile. These results also suggest the possibility of implementing multiple planes of electrodes along the y-axis, used to manipulate ions along this dimension during the course of a single scan function. This capability would greatly enhance the flexibility of the experiment, and it could be used to govern the mixing of different species for controlled ion-ion reactions.

3.3: Targeted Ion Isolation

Tandem mass spectrometry is a way to improve chemical identification, typically involving at least two steps. The first step is isolating a specific population of target analyte ions. After the isolation step, any peaks in the subsequent mass spectra are directly related to the analyte, rather than a potential interferent. Since the primary goal of tandem mass spectrometry is to reveal chemical information about the targeted analyte ion, it is important to confidently
assign a correlation between the peaks, mandating effective ion isolation. Ion isolation
effectiveness is measured both by the extent to which unwanted ions are removed and by the
efficiency with which the desired ions are preserved.

In ion traps, there are two principal ways that isolation has historically been achieved:
apex isolation\textsuperscript{19} and stored waveform inverse Fourier transform (SWIFT).\textsuperscript{20} The former method
involves tuning the RF and DC potentials on the ring electrode to trap only a narrow range of
\textit{m}/\textit{z}. This small mass window is usually reached at the apex of the stability region, as discussed
in Chapter 2. For this method to be effective, the stability region must be well characterized such
that the appropriate RF and DC potentials can be applied to move a specific mass-to-charge ion
into a stable region, while other nearby mass-to-charge ions are rendered unstable and leave the
trap. A sharp transition between stable and unstable conditions for ions defines the efficiency of
this tactic.

SWIFT, on the other hand, is a means of resonantly exciting ions of all mass-to-charge
ratios except a specific \textit{m}/\textit{z} window. This specific window of interest is converted to an expected
secular frequency and then notched out of a phase-controlled white noise spectrum that is then
converted to a time domain signal via inverse Fourier transform. This new signal is applied to the
endcaps, causing all ions outside the isolation band to be resonantly ejected. The resonant
characteristic of trapped ions is the most important factor in the effectiveness of this strategy.
Ions with similar secular frequencies are likely to be excited by the same supplemental AC
frequencies, making an isolation difficult.

A third technique is also useful in cases where the target analyte ion population is the
highest \textit{m}/\textit{z} species in the trap. Ramping the voltage of RF on the ring electrode to just below the
ejection voltage of the highest \textit{m}/\textit{z} species will eject all ions with lower mass-to-charge ratios.
This technique is far simpler to implement than either apex isolation or SWIFT, but is only applicable when the target analyte is the highest \( m/z \) species. The effectiveness of this strategy, within its useful conditions, is governed by the mass resolution of the instability scan. Two ion populations that cannot be resolved by a mass scan will not be isolated by this method.

3.3.1: Apex Isolation

As noted above, apex isolation is a common tactic for ion isolation in an ion trap, relying on strategic use of the stability diagram. Any \( m/z \) ratio can be put into the apex of the stability diagram such that larger \( m/z \) ions are unstable outside the left boundary of the stability region and smaller \( m/z \) ions are unstable outside the right boundary. Figure 3.9 shows apex isolation of aniline ions from N,N-dimethylaniline ions at 1 Torr of air. As can be seen in the figure, the undesired N,N-dimethylaniline (\( m/z \) 121) is removed from the spectrum along with a moderate fraction of the targeted aniline (\( m/z \) 93). Only 3\% by integrated peak intensity of the unwanted \( m/z \) 121 peak survives, but just 36\% of the desired \( m/z \) 93 peak is retained. Just as with a quadrupole mass filter, there is a tradeoff between signal intensity and resolution when using apex isolation. Allowing a more broadband mass window is likely to increase the survival efficiency of the targeted ion, but will also increase the survival efficiencies of unwanted ions. While the ion population was successfully isolated, the results highlighted the poor resolution and low efficiency of this strategy. The ion populations used in this experiment were almost 30 mass-to-charge units apart, but there was still a significant loss in the population of desired ions in order to completely remove the undesired ions. Clearly, an isolation of this quality is insufficient for many situations.
3.3.2: Multifrequency Isolation

Figure 3.10 shows the isolation of aniline from N,N dimethylaniline and fragments, using an alternative approach to apex isolation: multi-frequency isolation, which is a simplified version of SWIFT. Like SWIFT, the underlying principle is to resonantly eject all of the unwanted ions from the trap, while preserving the targeted species. SWIFT is the most common method of isolation in commercial instruments due to its speed, flexibility, and ease of implementation.

During initial efforts to isolate ions using a SWIFT function, it was found that a 10-volt (peak to peak) function generator, while outputting a broadband signal, was unable to provide enough power for any given frequency to cause ejection at high pressure. As noted in Chapter 2, ions at higher pressures required higher voltages to be resonantly ejected. The frequency bandwidth of the stored waveform spanned a few megahertz in order to access a mass window of 100 mass-to-charge units. This broad bandwidth caused a significant power dilution across the frequency spectrum such that no particular ion experienced enough resonant excitation to cause ejection.

Because of the high pressure of buffer gas (1 Torr air), the interaction bandwidth of stored ions is larger than in conventional conditions. While this mandates a wider isolation window, this effect also has advantages that can be exploited. For one, it is not necessary to apply a true SWIFT waveform, since a more comb-like function will still eject all unwanted ions. An arbitrary waveform built from the addition of sine waves of several frequencies can be used to eject the undesired ions. This method avoids the moderate computational time required to calculate a SWIFT function that will preserve a certain mass window. The real advantage, however, is that more power can be put into each frequency mode in the arbitrary waveform. A comb function, as others have used at lower pressures, successfully ejected the undesired ions (m/z 77, 91, 121). The function was calculated by adding sine waves at or near the secular...
frequencies of the unwanted ion populations. For the experiment in Figure 3.10, only three sine waves were necessary to achieve isolation. Undesired ions, specifically those at m/z 77, 91, and 121, were ejected, and the targeted ions at m/z 105 isolated with near perfect efficiency. This technique showed a much narrower mass window while maintaining a much higher preservation efficiency as compared to the apex isolation strategy described above.

3.3.3: Partial Instability Scan Isolation

A third isolation method used is where the highest mass-to-charge ion species is isolated by simply performing boundary ejection of all the lower mass-to-charge ions. The isolated species can then be relaxed back to an appropriate qz value by reducing the RF voltage. In Figure 3.11, the molecular ion of bromobenzene at m/z 156 was isolated from a fragment ion at m/z 77. The isolation efficiency was measured at 100%, as the intensity of the molecular ion is unchanged. As long as two peaks are resolvable in a traditional mass spectrum, it is possible to isolate the higher mass peak with this strategy which is simple to implement. This technique is severely limited by the inability to remove high mass-to-charge contaminants. It is, however, useful in cases of isolating the molecular ion in mass spectra of pure compounds. Going forward with the CID experiments, this was the chosen method as the targeted analyte populations were always the largest mass-to-charge species in the trap.

3.4: Collision-Induced Dissociation in HPMS

The second step of tandem mass spectrometry is to fragment the targeted analyte ions from the isolation step, preparing them for later analysis. Collision-induced dissociation (CID)
was chosen as the fragmentation method as CID is by far the most common activation technique in ion traps. Briefly, trapped ions are resonantly excited, but not ejected, by a supplemental AC potential on the endcaps. Collisions between the buffer gas and analyte ions convert the ions’ kinetic energy into internal energy, causing the breaking of chemical bonds. High pressure CID was implemented much the same way as in a low pressure device. In general, a few volts of supplemental AC for a few hundreds of microseconds was used to convert precursor ions into fragment ions. An example of successful CID at 1 Torr of air can be seen in Figure 3.12, with the molecular ion of bromobenzene ($m/z$ 156) from a full mass spectrum (black trace) being isolated from the phenyl ion fragment at $m/z$ 77 (blue trace) and then dissociated into smaller fragments (red traces). For the molecular ion of bromobenzene, a loss of bromine results during the CID process and a single phenyl cation fragment peak ($m/z$ 77) appears.

A further example of successful fragmentation at high pressure is shown in Figure 3.13. In this experiment, N,N-dimethylaniline is used as the analyte. The full mass spectrum (black trace) shows only a single peak so there was no need for an isolation step. CID fragmentation is shown in the red trace where consecutive losses of the methyl groups and the nitrogen atom from the molecular ion resulted in peaks at $m/z$ 77, 91, and 106. An important result of this experiment is that new fragments, not seen in the initial mass spectrum, were formed by CID. These new peaks yield valuable chemical information about the analyte that can be used to differentiate the target analyte from interferents that have the same mass-to-charge ratio.

So far, the focus has been on analyzing volatile organic compounds that are easily introduced into the HPMS system. Recently, however, HPMS systems have been shown to couple effectively with electrospray ionization, which is a known strategy for introducing large chemicals into the gas phase. The coupling of these technologies can be used to analyze
nonvolatile compounds, including peptides and proteins. Monitoring nonvolatile compounds is important for water quality studies, bioreactor feedback loops, clinical diagnostics, and screens for drugs of abuse. When studying large biological analytes, such as in the field of proteomics, tandem mass spectrometry is an extremely important tool that provides additional chemical information about the targeted species.\textsuperscript{27, 28} In Figure 3.14, the black trace shows a full mass spectrum resulting from the electrospray ionization of a tryptophan solution infused from a microchip device.\textsuperscript{29, 30} The highest mass-to-charge species in the full scan ($m/z$ 405, black trace) appears to be a proton-bound dimer of the amino acid. This ion was subsequently isolated (blue trace) and activated, generating the protonated molecule ($m/z$ 200) (red trace). Because the activation broke only a non-covalent bond, the required intensity of supplemental AC was low (4 $V_p$) and the total signal between fragment and parent ion was very close (~99%) to the total signal in the isolation scan.

Peptides can be significantly more difficult chemicals to fragment due to their relatively high number of chemical bonds. The internal energy necessary for breaking these chemical bonds can be dissipated throughout these degrees of freedom, requiring a larger amount of energy before any bonds are broken. In Figure 3.15, a common peptide in cell signaling experiments (Arg-Gly-Glu-Ser) is infused into the HPMS and successfully fragmented. The full mass spectrum (black trace) is dominated by the protonated molecule ($m/z$ 450). This peak is successfully isolated (blue trace) and fragmented (red trace). By comparing the fragmentation spectrum and a zoom of the full scan (dashed black trace), it can be seen that many of the fragmented peaks are simply regenerated fragments from the full scan, such as those at $m/z \sim$185, ~233, and ~266. Additional fragmented peaks, however, are present at $m/z \sim$340, ~380 and ~412 and represent new chemical information about the sample. The peak at $m/z$ 380, for example,
likely corresponds to loss of the serine residue from the peptide, indicating its position as a terminal amino acid.

Controlling the fragmentation pathway of an excited ion is another method of generating additional chemical information about the targeted analyte. Figure 3.16 shows this capability at high pressure by adjusting the amplitude of the AC excitation voltage. A heated sample (65 °C) of 1,3-dichlorobenzene was used as the model analyte and produced peaks at $m/z$ 75, 110, 145, and 180. The highest mass-to-charge ion at $m/z$ 180, taken to be trichlorobenzene and thought to be a reaction product from the heated sample, was then successfully isolated (blue trace) by boundary ejection. After peak isolation, the amplitude of the AC supplemental voltage was changed between scans to explore the fragmentation patterns while all other experimental conditions were held constant. As the voltage was increased from 5.3 (red trace) to 6.5 (orange trace) to 9.5 (purple trace) $V_{p-p}$, significantly lower $m/z$ fragments were generated. The fragment ion populations appear to be directly related as consecutive dissociations of chlorine atoms from the isolated molecular ion. Reaching consecutive dissociation pathways suggests one of two possibilities. First, there may be a fast addition of energy relative to the dissociation times. The traditional CID of trapped ions is often regarded as a “slow-heating” technique, meaning the lowest energy bonds are likely to be broken first, and the excitation is stopped as the ions fall out of resonance. In this experiment, it is possible that the energy deposition occurs in relatively large increments due to the mechanics of the collisions, as discussed in the following section. The kinetics of this particular dissociation pathway are also unknown. Second, there may be a continued addition of energy even after primary fragmentation. This result would be unexpected based on the large difference in secular frequencies between the precursor and fragment ions. Nonetheless, controlling the predominant fragment ion under HPMS conditions is possible.
A similar experiment investigating the effect of the AC supplemental voltage on N,N-dimethylaniline is shown in a false color plot in Figure 3.17. Here, the color dimension represents intensity (low to high intensity is shown from blue to white to red) and the horizontal axis is the mass axis, such that each horizontal slice of the plot is a mass spectrum. The vertical axis is the intensity of supplemental AC applied to the endcap. The signal centered around \( m/z \) 121 is the capped intensity of the molecular ion of N,N-dimethylaniline and thus shows no variation over the different voltages. The remainder of the plot shows which fragments (\( m/z \) 77, 91, 106) are most abundant for a given excitation amplitude (4-10 V\(_{p-p}\)). It can be seen that with 4 V\(_{p-p}\) AC, there is very little fragmentation, but with 5 V\(_{p-p}\) AC, there is a strong signal from a fragment at \( m/z \) 106. With 6-7 V\(_{p-p}\), however, the most intense fragment peak is shifted downwards to \( m/z \) 91. If more than 8 V\(_{p-p}\) is applied, there is essentially no fragmentation occurring before ions are completely ejected from the trap.

As described previously, SLITs provide an increase in sensitivity over CITs and are therefore useful in HPMS. The improved sensitivity may also aid tandem mass spectrometry due to a larger initial population of isolated ions, leading to an increase in the retained number of low efficiency fragment ions and therefore improved detection. Figure 3.18 displays the results of an analogous experiment to that shown in Figure 3.17, but in a SLIT instead of a CIT. The color scale is normalized to the same blue to white to red gradient, but notice that the absolute intensity has increased (from \(~10\) mV to \(~20\) mV) due to the enhanced sensitivity of the SLIT. There is a slight variation in the fragmentation pattern in that fragmentation is not induced until around 5 V\(_{p-p}\) is applied. Again, as voltages increase, the predominant fragment peak shifts from \( m/z \) 106 to \( m/z \) 91. When more than 8 V\(_{p-p}\) AC is applied, all of the ions are ejected from the trap without fragmenting. The physical reason for requiring increased voltage to induce fragmentation is
unclear. It is possible that the resonant excitation is not as strong due to subtle changes in the geometry. An alternate explanation is that since ions are unconstrained in the y-axis of a SLIT, collisions may divert ions along that axis, inhibiting the deposition of internal energy. Still, the differences are moderately small and CID is shown to be effective in both CIT and SLIT geometries under HPMS conditions.

These experiments have demonstrated the capability to induce fragmentation in HPMS conditions. By elucidating the chemical structure of the targeted analytes, it is possible to differentiate between analytes that would otherwise appear isobaric. Given the poorer resolution in HPMS systems, this ability greatly enhances the selectivity which should in turn limit the false positive rate.

3.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, several important forms of ion manipulation have been shown with 1 Torr of air buffer gas. First, several methods were developed for spatial control of ions along the typically unconstrained axis of a stretched length ion trap. The combination of a tapered geometry with a DC field was shown to be moderately effective, but the addition of supplemental electrodes between the ring electrode and endcaps was significantly more effective. Furthermore, this technique largely preserved resolution and improved sensitivity.

Ion isolation was also shown through: apex isolation, multi-frequency excitation isolation, and partial instability scan isolation. The ability to perform a selective, efficient isolation is critical to implementing tandem mass spectrometry within an ion trap. It is also critically important in fields such as ion spectroscopy, where it is imperative to have a pure
species as the trapped ion population. Multi-frequency excitation isolation is a strategy that exploits the broad interaction bandwidths of ions in HPMS systems and represents a low-power, simple strategy for fast isolation in a portable device.

Perhaps the most important form of ion manipulation demonstrated was the ability to induce fragmentation. The capability to perform CID is crucial to incorporating tandem mass spectrometry into a portable system. It was shown that CID is, in fact, quite possible and practical at 1 Torr of air buffer gas across a variety of analytes, even in systems with shallower pseudopotential well depths than conventional ion trap mass spectrometers. This capability was demonstrated in both CIT and SLIT geometries. The resulting chemical information from fragmentation scans can greatly improve the selectivity of an instrument in identifying an unknown compound, which can be important in situations where false positives have high costs, monetary or otherwise.

Further improvements in CID efficiency could greatly aid in instrumental capabilities. Low abundances of precursor ions currently are difficult to analyze due to even lower intensity fragment ions. Investigations into the relevant parameters of fragmentation efficiency, such as pressure, buffer gas identity, and pseudopotential well depth as defined by drive frequency and trap size will be discussed in Chapter 4 of this work.

Despite a factor of 1000 more collisions than in a conventional ion trap with a buffer gas 7x more massive than the traditional helium, it has been shown that it is possible to control and manipulate trapped ions in HPMS conditions. Various methods of interaction have been used to unlock important functionalities to improve the sensitivity and selectivity of a high pressure portable device.
3.6 Figures

Figure 3.1. Ring electrode geometries and axis nomenclature for A) Linear Ion Traps and B) Stretched Length Ion Traps. Endcaps must be added in the z-dimension for both geometries to create effective trapping fields.
Figure 3.2. Isopotential lines (in blue) in a tapered SLIT geometry resulting from voltage applied to the electrode. The shaded area denotes the valley of potentials within the trap when a positive potential is applied and where ions should locate. When a negative potential is applied, this point is the least negative.
Figure 3.3. Plot of the relative intensity of signal from a tapered SLIT with varied DC voltage on the ring electrode. By using blocking electrodes, signal was measured from: the whole trap (black trace), the broad side of the trap (blue trace), and the narrow side of the trap (red trace).
Figure 3.4. Plot showing the ratio of the intensity of signal measured from the broad side of the trap to the intensity of signal measured from the narrow side of the trap. A blocking electrode was used to isolate the signal from each half.
Figure 3.5. Picture of printed circuit board with supplemental electrodes used for spatial manipulation of ions in the SLIT.
Figure 3.6. Mass spectra of N,N-dimethylaniline in SLIT with supplementary electrodes. The plot shows intensity of spectra with: 0 V (black trace), -30 V (red trace), and 30 V (blue trace) DC potential applied to the supplementary electrodes.
Figure 3.7. Mass spectra of N,N-dimethylaniline from the side of the SLIT with supplementary electrodes. A blocking electrode was placed between the SLIT and detector, blocking ions on opposite side of the SLIT-supplementary side from reaching detector. The plot shows intensity of spectra with: 0 V (black trace), -30 V (red trace), and 30 V (blue trace) DC potential applied to supplementary electrodes.
Figure 3.8. Mass spectra of N,N-dimethylaniline from the side of the SLIT with supplementary electrodes, with blocking electrodes preventing detection from the other side of the trap and ionization on the side of the supplementary electrodes. There is no line of sight between ionization source and detector. The plot shows intensity of spectra with: 0 V (black trace), -30 V (red trace) DC potential applied to supplementary electrodes.
Figure 3.9. Plot demonstrating apex isolation of aniline molecular ion ($m/z$ 93) from N,N-dimethylaniline molecular ion ($m/z$ 121). The black trace is a full scan and blue trace is a scan after apex isolation of the target ion population.
Figure 3.10. Plot demonstrating multi-frequency isolation of a fragment ion \((m/z 105)\) from N,N-dimethylaniline molecular ion \((m/z 121)\). The black trace is the full scan and blue trace is a scan after isolating the target ion population.
Figure 3.11. Plot demonstrating partial instability scan isolation of phenyl fragment ion ($m/z$ 77) from bromobenzene molecular ion ($m/z$ 156). The black trace is a full scan and blue trace is a scan after isolating the target ion population.
Figure 3.12. Tandem mass spectra of bromobenzene (molecular ion $m/z$ 156). The black trace is a full scan, the blue trace is a post-isolation spectrum, and the red trace is taken after collision induced dissociation.
Figure 3.13. Tandem mass spectra of N,N-dimethylaniline (molecular ion $m/z$ 121). The black trace is a full scan, and the red trace is taken after collision induced dissociation.
Figure 3.14. Tandem mass spectra of tryptophan (proton bound dimer $m/z$ 405). The black trace is a full scan, the blue trace is a post-isolation spectrum, and the red trace is taken after collision induced dissociation.
Figure 3.15. Tandem mass spectra of RGES (Arginine-Glycine-Glutamic Acid-Serine) peptide (protonate molecule $m/z$ 447). The black trace is a full scan, the blue trace is a post-isolation spectrum, and red trace is taken after collision induced dissociation. The dashed black trace is a zoom of the full scan for comparison purposes.
Figure 3.16. Series of mass spectra from a 1,3-dichlorobenzene sample showing effect of various AC excitation voltages. The black trace is the initial molecular full scan, and the blue trace is the isolated parent ion. The remaining traces show fragmentation patterns with 5.3 $V_{p-p}$ (red trace), 6.5 $V_{p-p}$ (orange trace) and 9.5 $V_{p-p}$ (purple trace) AC excitation voltages applied.
Figure 3.17. Signal intensity heat map from spectra of N,N-dimethylaniline in a cylindrical ion trap with varied excitation voltages applied. Molecular ion (m/z 121) fragmentation is apparent at m/z 77, 91, 105.
Figure 3.18. Signal intensity heat map from spectra of N,N-dimethylaniline in a stretched length ion trap with varied excitation voltages applied. Molecular ion (m/z 121) fragmentation is apparent at m/z 77, 91, 105.
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Chapter 4: Improving the Selectivity of High Pressure Mass Spectrometry

4.1 Introduction

High pressure mass spectrometry (HPMS) has been developed as a strategy to bring rapid, informative chemical analysis into field environments.\(^1\),\(^2\) Portability and quick response times are driving factors in assessing whether a system is suited for rapid threat detection, providing actionable intelligence on a faster timeline than harm from the potential threat.\(^3\),\(^4\) Another important characteristic, however, is selectivity.\(^5\) A misidentification or a false positive, due to poor selectivity, can result in enacting of costly response protocols for a threat that is not actually present.

The loss in resolution of HPMS due to collisional broadening causes more compounds to appear isobaric, meaning they have the same observed mass-to-charge ratio. This overlap of observed \(m/z\) values is especially problematic when multiple potential interferents are present such as in an industrial setting. This can lead to situations where the number of analytes increases the number of peaks beyond the resolving capabilities of the instrument, resulting in many unresolved peaks.\(^6\) In other cases, it is difficult to disentangle the sources of each peak, causing misidentification due to the chimeric spectrum.\(^7\) A powerful tool for differentiating isobars is tandem mass spectrometry where target analytes are isolated, fragmented and then reanalyzed via MS. The fragmentation pattern yields extra information based on the chemical structure of the analyte that can be used to help identify the original compound.\(^8\)\(^-\)\(^10\) To maximize
the information gained from this technique, however, it is important to reach high fragmentation efficiencies such that all fragments can be readily analyzed.

Another strategy for improving the selectivity of a mass spectrometer is to couple a separation technique to the front end of the mass spectrometer. Gas chromatography (GC) has been demonstrated as a flexible, powerful technology appropriate for miniaturization and portability\textsuperscript{11-13} and has been widely coupled to mass spectrometers.\textsuperscript{14, 15} Although this implementation adds complexity and power costs to a portable HPMS instrument, it provides several advantages. First, instrumental selectivity is improved based on the chemical information obtained from retention times measured during the GC separation. Second, it becomes possible to analyze complex mixtures that would otherwise be unidentifiable.

Investigated in this chapter are methods for improving the selectivity of an HPMS system by maximizing the fragmentation efficiency of collision-induced dissociation (CID) and by coupling a high pressure mass spectrometer to a GC separation. To maximize CID efficiency, the parameters studied are pseudopotential well depth (controlled by drive RF frequency and trap size), buffer gas pressure, and buffer gas identity. These parameters are investigated primarily in regards to their effects on fragmentation efficiency. The compatibility of a GC separation with HPMS detection is explored using a complex mixture of chemical warfare agent simulants (CWASs).

4.2 Improving CID Efficiency

Fragmentation efficiency in CID is important for a variety of reasons. CID does not have a perfect conversion efficiency so the signal from any resulting fragments could potentially fall
below detection levels, resulting in no gain in chemical identification. Higher fragmentation efficiencies therefore should lead to more fragment ions and improve the detection limits of the second MS stage. This improved sensitivity can be critical for analytes with low initial concentrations. Furthermore, there are cases where a single level of tandem mass spectrometry is insufficient for confident chemical identification, and further stages are needed for species differentiation. An advantage of tandem mass spectrometry in an ion trap is that the steps can be successively repeated as needed as long as sufficient signal strength remains. High CID efficiencies then can result in multiple stages of tandem mass spectrometry analysis, unlocking different fragmentation pathways at each stage and yielding additional information about the chemical of interest. This unique advantage of ion traps is highly desirable for portable instrumentation.

Several key variables differ between HPMS CID and CID in a conventional ion trap. For HPMS, smaller traps and higher RF drive frequencies are used compared to traditional instrumentation. The decreased ion trap size and increased RF drive frequency have competing effects on the pseudopotential well depth where smaller traps reduce it and higher RF drive frequencies increase it. Compared to a conventional instrument, the HPMS trap size is reduced by a factor of 20x, and hence the pseudopotential well depth decreases by a factor of 400x from the original and still commonly used Finnigan design with \( r_0 = 1.00 \text{ cm} \). The RF drive frequency enhancement for standard HPMS operation, however, is only 7-10x (7-10 MHz vs 1 MHz), meaning that overall, the calculated pseudopotential well depth should be reduced by a factor of >4x.

In addition to the trap size and RF frequency, the pressure increase in buffer gas also plays a role in determining the CID efficiency. Despite miniaturization, the ~1000x increase in
pressure means that an ion will experience an increased number of collisions with a neutral buffer gas molecule on an average movement between the center and edge of the ion trap. This means that ions are far less likely to simply eject from the trap before encountering sufficient collisions to cause fragmentation. The neutral buffer gas molecules are primarily nitrogen and oxygen in HPMS as opposed to helium, and their properties, such as mass, play a part in how collisions add energy to the excited ions.\textsuperscript{21} Despite these fundamental differences, as seen in Chapter 3, the CID process can be carried out in largely the same manner of operation.

4.2.1 Role of Pseudopotential Well Depth

The pseudopotential well depth, as described by Dehmelt, characterizes the amount of kinetic energy an ion may have without escaping the confines of the trap.\textsuperscript{18} Resonant excitation, as used to induce fragmentation in CID, employs the same principle as resonant ejection: the amplification of the secular motion of trapped ions by resonant interaction with a supplemental AC voltage applied to the endcap.\textsuperscript{22} Note that resonant amplification of the secular motion to kinetic energies beyond the pseudopotential well depth will result in ejection of the ion. If, however, collisions with neutral buffer gas molecules inhibit this motion sufficiently, the ion will be contained within the trap. Each of these collisions, in part, converts kinetic energy into other forms, including internal energy stored in the vibrational modes of the trapped ion. The vibrational internal energy may reach high enough levels to overcome and break chemical bonds within the ion. Due to the mechanism of energy distribution through a collision, it is practically difficult to add a total amount of internal energy to an ion greater than the kinetic energy of that ion. Thus, there is a direct correlation between the pseudopotential well depth and the maximum internal energy deposited into a CID target. In other words, the pseudopotential well depth
defines the balance between resonant ejection and resonant excitation, which governs the efficiency of fragmentation.

The pseudopotential well depth for an ion is proportional to both the ion’s $q_z$ value and to the drive RF voltage (Equation 1.7). Factors that go into an ion’s $q_z$ include the ion’s mass-to-charge ratio, the drive RF frequency and voltage, as well as the trap size (Equation 1.3). For our purposes, it is desirable to hold $q_z$ constant to preserve the mass range, so the drive RF frequency and voltage while factoring in trap size are adjusted accordingly. When the drive RF frequency is increased, an increase in RF voltage is needed in order to maintain the $q_z$ of the trapped ion. This higher voltage leads to an increase in the pseudopotential well depth. With respect to the critical dimensions of an ion trap, as the trap size decreases, the RF voltage required to preserve the ion’s $q_z$ value also decreases. Thus, the pseudopotential well depth will decrease as the ion trap is miniaturized.

Figure 4.1 shows a collection of heat maps of the fragmentation of N,N-dimethylaniline ($m/z$ 121) at 1 Torr of air buffer gas in a SLIT with $x_0 = 270 \mu m$, $y_0 = 5 \text{ mm}$. The activation occurs with the molecular ion ($m/z$ 121) at $q_z = 0.4$ in all panels. The color scale on this heat map represents the relative intensity of fragment ions, normalized such that the initial intensity of the precursor ion is set to a value of 1.0 and the intensity color scale varies from blue (0) to red (0.3). The horizontal axis is the mass axis, and the vertical axis displays the voltage of supplemental AC applied during the excitation step. In panel A, $\Omega = 16.4 \text{ MHz}$. Here, the unfragmented molecular ion can be seen centered at $m/z$ 121. With around 5 $V_{p-p}$ of supplemental AC, there is noticeable fragmentation, particularly at $m/z$ 106 and slight fragmentation at $m/z$ 91. The most intense fragmentation peak, however, accounts for only $\sim 8\%$ of the initial ion intensity. By 6 $V_p$. 
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applied supplemental AC, the peak intensities decrease as the precursor ions overcome the pseudopotential well depth.

In Figure 4.1B, the fragmentation heat map of N,N-dimethylaniline with $\Omega = 19.1$ MHz is shown. In contrast to the 16.4 MHz data, fragmentation into the $m/z$ 106 peak is already occurring by $\sim 4$ $V_{P,P}$ supplemental AC and by 4.5 $V_{P,P}$ supplemental AC, the fragment at $m/z$ 91 is already present. With 6 $V_{P,P}$ supplemental AC, the total intensity of all ions begins to lessen due to ions exceeding the pseudopotential well depth. The most intense fragment ion is the $m/z$ 91 peak, occurring with $\sim 5.5$ $V_{P,P}$ supplemental AC. It has $\sim 18\%$ of the initial intensity of the precursor ion, a substantial improvement over the $\sim 8\%$ observed with 16.4 MHz RF drive frequency applied.

Another heat map of the fragmentation of N,N-dimethylaniline is shown in Figure 4.1C. Again, the experimental conditions are held constant except for drive RF frequency. Here, $\Omega = 20.9$ MHz was applied and fragmentation, primarily into the $m/z$ 106 ion, is present by $\sim 4$ $V_{P,P}$ supplemental AC and is maximized by around 5 $V_{P,P}$ supplemental AC. By this point, however, the fragment at $m/z$ 91 appears and remains past $\sim 7$ $V_{P,P}$ supplemental AC applied, where the ion signal begins to decrease. The most intense fragment ion throughout these spectra is the $m/z$ 91 fragment at $\sim 6$ $V_{P,P}$ supplemental AC, corresponding to $\sim 30\%$ of the signal of the initial precursor ion. This conversion efficiency is a sizable gain over the previous experiments at lower drive RF frequencies. The highest total conversion efficiency occurs when both $m/z$ 91 and 106 fragments are present (at $\sim 5$ $V_{P,P}$) where $\sim 40\%$ conversion ($\sim 20\%$ efficiency of each ion) is seen.

Through Figure 4.1, it can be clearly seen that the maximum conversion efficiency increases significantly as the drive RF frequency increases. This strongly suggests that increasing
the drive RF frequency increases the pseudopotential well depth if $q_z$ is maintained, serving to more stably trap the excited and fragmented ions. An interesting trend, however, is seen by looking at the onset voltages for the fragment at $m/z$ 106. This ion fragments more easily at lower voltages of supplemental AC as the drive RF frequency increases (note the scale change in the vertical axis in panel C). If drive RF frequency were only affecting the CID process through deepening the pseudopotential well depth at a given $q_z$ value, there would be no clear explanation for this trend. One possible explanation is the increased drive RF frequency is likely affecting the trapped ions through the fidelity of the secular frequency. The secular motion is better defined when there are more drive RF periods between ion-neutral collisions, meaning that increasing drive RF frequency increases this ratio and improves the fidelity of the secular motion. This would enhance the resonant characteristics, increasing the kinetic energy of ions at lower supplemental AC voltages. This in turn leads to higher internal energies and earlier fragmentation. Another explanation may also be possible. Experimentally, the excitation time was held constant for each frequency tested. As the drive RF frequency increases, so does the secular frequency and the corresponding resonant supplemental AC. Thus, in the same amount of excitation time, there are actually more periods of resonant excitation at higher drive frequencies, possibly accelerating the ions more effectively.

Another trend emerges from the lower mass fragments in Figure 4.1. The fragment at $m/z$ 77 is strongly apparent (~12%) in panel C, noticeably present (~7%) in panel B, and only subtly visible (~1%) in panel A. This fragment emergence with frequency increase is likely the result of enhanced internal energy deposition, causing more of the ion to form. It is also possible that a decreased low mass cutoff at higher frequencies improves the ability to detect the lower mass-to-charge ion. Regardless of the reason, the increased frequency of drive RF enhances the
conversion efficiency of CID and in turn increases the amount of chemical information available for identification purposes. Both of these effects are important for enhancing the selectivity of the HPMS system.

Figure 4.2 shows another series of fragmentation heat maps of N,N-dimethylaniline (m/z 121) in 1 Torr of air buffer gas in a SLIT with x₀ = 170 µm and y₀ = 5 mm. This trap is significantly smaller (~37% reduction in radius, ~60% reduction in volume) than that used to generate Figures 4.1. At the same frequency of drive RF, the pseudopotential well depth will be significantly shallower for an ion with the same qz. In panel A, with a drive RF frequency of 19.1 MHz, there is a small amount of m/z 106 (~7% relative to the initial precursor ion population) around 3 Vₚₚ supplemental AC. This peak is difficult to identify in this representation, but can be seen in the raw data. By 4 Vₚₚ supplemental AC, almost all ions escape from the trap with almost no fragmentation occurring. This is in stark contrast to the 270 µm trap where, with the same drive RF frequency, fragmentation occurs with m/z 106 and 91 ions appearing (Figure 4.1B).

Figure 4.2B displays another fragmentation heat map of N,N-dimethylaniline in 1 Torr of air in a SLIT with x₀ = 170 µm with Ω = 20.9 MHz. Fragmentation is observed beginning with 3 Vₚₚ supplemental AC, and by ~5 Vₚₚ most ions are lost to resonant ejection. The most intense fragment signal comes from the m/z 106 peak with just over 3 V supplemental AC. There is ~13% of the signal intensity at this point relative to the intensity of the isolated precursor ion. The same trend seen with the larger trap, where the increased drive RF frequency results in significantly more efficient CID, continues here. The drive frequency in this case is also the same as that used in Figure 4.1C, but with a smaller trap. As expected, the smaller trap, due to a shallower pseudopotential well depth, has significantly reduced fragmentation efficiency.
In Figure 4.2C, a fragmentation heat map of N,N-dimethylaniline with $\Omega = 25.0$ MHz, the highest tested drive frequency, is shown. Fragmentation into ions at both $m/z$ 91 and $m/z$ 106 is observed with as little as 3 $V_{p,p}$ supplemental AC. Almost all ions are lost to ejection before 7 $V_{p,p}$ AC is applied. The most intense fragment signal is observed with the $m/z$ 106 peak at around 4 $V_{p,p}$ AC. The conversion efficiency at that point is $\sim$27% compared to the initial precursor ion intensity. This represents a sizable increase in efficiency over the results shown in panel B, improved by the deeper pseudopotential well depth from the increase drive RF frequency.

From the experimental conditions used to generate Figures 4.1 and 4.2, it is possible to calculate the expected pseudopotential well depth for each combination of trap size and drive RF frequency. The measured conversion efficiencies for each of these points is plotted against the calculated pseudopotential well depth in Figure 4.3. As noted before, voltages are adjusted such that ions are activated with $q_z = 0.4$ in all cases. With this strategy, increased rf drive frequency deepens the pseudopotential well depth, as do larger trap dimensions. Open circles represent points from the SLIT with $x_0 = 270$ $\mu$m while closed circles show data from the SLIT with $x_0 = 170$ $\mu$m. The color of the data point represents the drive RF frequency used, ranging over 16.0-25.0 MHz. There are several trends that emerge from this plot. The first is that the conversion efficiency and pseudopotential well depth across the entire data set are not highly correlated. Instead, each trap size has a distinct group of data points. Both data sets appear linear with the conversion efficiency higher for a given trap when the drive RF frequency, and thus pseudopotential well depth, is increased. Compared to the trap with $x_0 = 270$ $\mu$m (open circles), the smaller SLIT has a much lower calculated pseudopotential well depth at the frequencies used, but very comparable conversion efficiencies. This trend suggests that while
pseudopotential well depth does affect the conversion efficiency, drive RF frequency plays a more important role. One reason as discussed earlier is that higher drive frequencies can increase the ratio of periods of drive RF to collisions between ion and neutrals, improving the fidelity of the secular motion. This enhanced definition of secular motion leads to increased acceleration due to the improved resonance between supplemental AC and secular ion motion. Alternatively, faster drive frequencies may also be able to capture a higher percentage of fragment ions simply by changing phases fast enough to trap ions further away from the center of the trap.

The parameters of both ion trap size and drive RF frequency are shown to impact the maximum CID efficiency, in the same direction as expected. At the same drive RF frequency, larger traps demonstrated higher fragmentation efficiencies, but higher drive RF frequencies for the same size traps also increased fragmentation efficiencies. If the conversion efficiency were limited solely by the pseudopotential well depth, all six points on this plot would be expected to appear along the same trend line. Instead, the different clusters demonstrate that the pseudopotential well depth cannot account for all of the gains in efficiency from the higher drive RF frequency.

4.2.2 Role of Pressure

The operating pressure for HPMS (1 Torr) is several orders of magnitude higher than that in conventional ion trap mass spectrometry (1 mTorr). With the increase in neutral buffer gas molecules present, the resulting increase in ion-neutral collisions is likely to have significant effects on the behavior of trapped ions, especially during CID. One such effect is the dispersal of the secular motion based on drive RF. The fidelity of secular ion motion is governed in part by the number of periods of drive RF per collision between ion and buffer gas.23 With more
collisions, the secular behavior is less well-defined, leading to a reduction in the resonant characteristics used to induce resonant excitation. With less resonant overlap, more supplemental AC potential would be required to cause ion acceleration. Additionally, collisions between trapped ions and neutral buffer gas molecules play a significant role in ion cooling where ions which have excursed far from the center of the trap may lose kinetic energy and be returned to stable trapping at the middle of the trap.\textsuperscript{24} This collisional cooling could help trap fragment ions that would otherwise be lost.

Figure 4.4 shows a series of fragmentation heat maps of trichlorobenzene (molecular ion at \( m/z \) 180) at various pressures in a CIT with \( r_0 = 500 \ \mu \text{m} \) and \( \Omega \approx 7 \ \text{MHz} \). Note that the trichlorobenzene is a byproduct of heating (~65 °C) a sample of 1,3-dichlorobenzene. In panel A, the operating pressure is 500 mTorr of air and fragments at \( m/z \) 110 and 145 are produced as the result of successive chlorine atom losses. The lower intensity peaks present in the plot (~\( m/z \) 130, 165) appear to be unidentified adducts. The similar appearance voltages (~4 and 5 \( V_{p.p} \) respectively) for these peaks as compared to the identified ions suggests that they are well bonded adducts. Given their apparent mass shifts, either oxygen (+16) or water (+18) would provide suitable explanations. The isolated precursor ion (\( m/z \) 180) is observed to be completely eliminated by ~5 \( V_{p.p} \) supplemental AC due to the combination of resonant ejection and fragmentation. The ion fragment at \( m/z \) 145 develops at ~4 \( V_{p.p} \) and completely ejects at ~8 \( V_{p.p} \) supplemental AC, maximizing at ~5.8 \( V_{p.p} \) with ~93% of precursor ion intensity. The ion fragment at \( m/z \) 110 develops with > ~7 \( V_{p.p} \) supplemental AC and appears to be tapering off by the 10 \( V_{p.p} \) maximum output of the signal generator.

In Figure 4.4B with 1 Torr of air buffer, the trichlorobenzene molecular ion (\( m/z \) 180) is preserved through ~9 \( V_{p.p} \) supplemental AC. The fragment at \( m/z \) 145 does not develop until
~7 V\textsubscript{p-p} is applied and completely ejects at ~10 V\textsubscript{p-p} supplemental AC, maximizing at ~8 V\textsubscript{p-p} with ~65% of the isolated precursor ion’s intensity. The fragment at \textit{m/z} 110 does not develop until ~8 V\textsubscript{p-p} supplemental AC is applied. Figure 4.4C shows the same system but at 1500 mTorr of air buffer gas. In this case, very little fragmentation is seen and the precursor ion remains trapped over the tested voltage range (Note: 10 V\textsubscript{p-p} is the maximum output of the function generator used for supplemental AC). There is the beginning of fragmentation, seen by some signal at \textit{m/z} 145 at just over 9V with a slight reduction of signal from the molecular ion at \textit{m/z} 180.

From the series of heat maps in Figure 4.4, it was observed that pressure clearly plays a role in fragmentation efficiency. Qualitatively, based on the voltage where each fragment appeared, it was observed that more voltage is required to induce fragmentation as the pressure increases. Figure 4.5A quantifies this through a survival yield plot for the trichlorobenzene precursor ion (\textit{m/z} 180) over pressures spanning 250 mTorr to 1500 mTorr. With all other conditions held constant, the precursor ion is diminished by 50% with only around 3 V\textsubscript{p-p} supplemental AC at 250 mTorr, but at 1250 mTorr the same reduction requires close to 9 V\textsubscript{p-p}. The monotonic trend shows that as pressure increases, it requires more voltage to cause the same total amount of fragmentation and/or ejection. A representation of this trend is shown in Figure 4.5B using the 50% survival rate excitation voltage for each pressure. This effect may be caused by several factors. First, the increased number of collisions on an average trip between the center and edge of the trap may cause fewer ions to be lost to resonant ejection before fragmenting. Second, the increased number of collisions per periodic motion may be disrupting the resonant behavior, dampening the acceleration of the ions. This second factor can be overcome by a
stronger field of supplemental AC, inducing the same amount of acceleration despite the weakening of the resonant characteristics.

The complement of the survival rate for the precursor ion is the conversion efficiency of the precursor ion into fragment ions. Figure 4.6 shows the appearance curves at various pressures of the ion at m/z 145 that corresponds to a loss of chlorine from trichlorobenzene. The general trend is at lower pressures, lower excitation voltages are needed to produce the ion. In this case, the ion is present at 250 mTorr with no excitation voltage applied while it takes over 8 V_p-p before a significant peak occurs at 1500 mTorr. The conversion efficiency also increases with pressure over the range explored. The maximum conversion efficiency at 250 mTorr is slightly below 25% by integrated peak intensity. At 500 mTorr and 1 Torr, however, conversion efficiencies of around 40% (by integrated peak intensity) are achieved. At 1500 mTorr, the maximum efficiency is not reached within the 10-volt output limit of the function generator. The phenomenon of improved conversion efficiency with higher pressures is likely a result of the increased number of collisions between the center and edge of the trap, causing two major effects. First, precursor ions tend to collide with a neutral closer to the center of the trap, preventing them from exiting the trapping boundaries before fragmentation. Second, newly formed fragment ions, even near the edges of the trap, are more efficiently cooled to the center of the trap.

As can be seen most readily at 250 mTorr (black squares) in Figure 4.6, there appear to be two local maxima (near 3 and 5.5 V) in regards to conversion efficiency as a function of excitation voltage. This may also be seen somewhat at 500 mTorr (blue circles) with maxima near 4.6 and 5.6 V. This could be the result of structural isomers, each of which have the same mass-to-charge ratio, but different energies of activation to undergo fragmentation. In this case,
since the trichlorobenzene precursor ion was formed by the addition of chlorine to 1,3-dichlorobenzene, there is likely a mixture of 1,2,3-trichlorobenzene and 1,3,4-trichlorobenzene present and thus two activation energies. No 1,3,5-trichlorobenzene is likely to be present due to the directing chemistry of halogen substituents. This analysis is an example of how tandem mass spectrometry can be used beyond the simple analysis of mass-to-charge ratios.

Figure 4.7 shows the appearance curve of the ion at \( m/z \) 110 at various pressures. At 250 mTorr, the fragment is continuously present at low concentrations though a maximum appears to be between \( \sim 6 \) and 7 \( V_{p.p} \) supplemental AC. At 500 mTorr, there are significantly more fragment ions present, maximizing at \( \sim 9 \) \( V_{p.p} \). At 1000 mTorr, increased fragmentation occurs at increased voltages, but it is unclear if a maximum is achieved before the 10 \( V_{p.p} \) limit of the power supply is reached. At 1500 mTorr, there is no fragmentation induced over this voltage range. These trends are generally the same as those with the appearance of the \( m/z \) 145 ion: as pressure increases, the voltage required to induce fragmentation increases and the maximum conversion efficiency improves.

The findings of these experiments are consistent with expectations. As pressure increases, the collisions between trapped ions and neutral buffer gas molecules seem to disrupt the secular motion of the ions, reducing resonant behavior. Alternatively, the increased pressure corresponds to a lower mean free path, meaning less time for acceleration of the ion, resulting in less kinetic energy available per collision to convert into internal energy. Thus, higher voltages can accelerate the ions more quickly between collisions, overcoming the increase in pressure. The larger number of collisions at higher pressures also appear to enhance the effects of ion cooling,
increasing the number of fragment ions successfully trapped. This effect improves the maximum CID efficiencies observed at higher pressures.

4.2.3 Role of Buffer Gas

It is also known that the nature, in addition to number, of ion-neutral collisions can have significant impact on CID behavior. There are relevant differences between the air molecules used in HPMS and the helium atoms in conventional operation, starting with the mass of the species. The mass of the neutral buffer gas is extremely important in governing the amount of energy involved in a collision in the center-of-mass reference. Higher mass of the neutral corresponds to higher kinetic energies involved in the collision. Mechanics, such as elasticity, of the collision are also relevant in the amount of kinetic energy converted into internal energy. In highly elastic collisions, kinetic energy is largely conserved. In highly inelastic collisions, however, significant amounts of kinetic energy can be transferred into other modes, such as vibrational energy. A correlation between elasticity and polarizability has been described previously. It was determined that in a collision between highly polarizable species, a long-lived collisional complex is formed, leading to more efficient transformation of kinetic energy to internal energy.

Helium is the usual buffer gas used in mass spectrometry at low pressures. Helium, as shown in Table 4.1, is both very small and not very polarizable when compared to nitrogen and oxygen, the primary components in air which is the preferred buffer gas for HPMS. This means that each collisional event in helium will have relatively lower amounts of kinetic energy and also a relatively lower percentage of energy transfer. Therefore, the rate of energy deposition, as well as the total amount of energy deposited without resonant ejection, are likely to be higher in
air. In comparison, argon, which is also shown in the table, is commonly used as a collision gas for CID in triple quadrupole experiments because of its larger size and higher polarizability.\textsuperscript{28} There have also been instances of injecting heavy gases into ion traps in order to improve fragmentation efficiency.\textsuperscript{29, 30}

Figure 4.8 shows two heat maps of intensity across mass-to-charge and excitation amplitude for N,N-dimethylaniline with helium and air buffer gases. In panel A, the operating pressure was 2 Torr of helium buffer gas. This result can be contrasted with panel B, which shows the fragmentation pattern of N,N-dimethylaniline in 1 Torr of air buffer gas, but the same conditions otherwise. This demonstrates the importance of buffer gas identity for CID. In panel A, even with 2 Torr of helium, no significant fragmentation of N,N-dimethylaniline was seen before complete resonant ejection occurred, with around 9 $V_{p,p}$ of supplemental AC. Even at such a high pressure, which should aid fragmentation based on Section 4.2.2 of this work, all precursor ions were shown to overcome the trapping potentials before fragmenting. In only 1 Torr of air, however, a significant amount of fragmentation is observed in panel B, indicated by the points at $m/z$ 77, 91, and 106 with 4-7 $V_{p,p}$ of supplemental AC potential. Because of the larger average mass of air buffer gas molecules, there is a significantly larger amount of center-of-mass energy available in each ion-neutral collision. Furthermore, due to the increased polarizability of the oxygen and nitrogen gas molecules, the collisions were also more inelastic and converted more of that kinetic energy into internal and inducing fragmentation.

This trend of enhanced fragmentation with more massive, more polarizable neutral buffer gas molecules follows expectations from theory. Furthermore, HPMS uses air as the preferred buffer gas rather than helium primarily due to portability concerns. The use of air as a buffer gas
does cause a loss in resolution, but the improvement in fragmentation efficiency aids greatly in the recovery of instrument selectivity.

4.3 Gas Chromatography – High Pressure Mass Spectrometry

The coupling of separations techniques with mass spectrometry has been used to improve selectivity and make possible the analysis of complex mixtures in many fields, from proteomics\textsuperscript{31} to food monitoring.\textsuperscript{32} Gas chromatography has already been established as a suitable technique for miniaturization and exists in portable forms.\textsuperscript{11-13} Using a mass spectrometer with a GC in the field can further enhance selectivity and identification of target analytes. Typical field GC instrumentation is designed to operate separations on the time scale of a few minutes with flow rates at a few standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm). The time scale of a single HPMS mass spectrum is on the order of 10 milliseconds, appropriately fast enough to provide ample averaging and peak sampling over a GC peak that may only be a second or so broad. The pumps in HPMS systems are also capable of handling a gas load of a few sccm. Gas chromatography, therefore, is a promising partner for HPMS devices in harsh environments.

The possibility of using a high pressure MS as a detector for GC was investigating by coupling an HPMS to an Agilent 7890 GC. Although the 7890 is a laboratory-based instrument, the separation conditions used were similar to those typically used in portable instruments, serving as a suitable stand-in for a portable instrument. The 7890 has dual column capability and a 15-meter long Rxi-5ms (Crossbond 5% diphenyl/95% dimethyldiphenylpolysiloxane) stationary phase column was connected to each injector port. One column was connected to the integrated flame ionization detector (FID) of the GC while the other column was coupled through the oven wall to the heated inlet of a fully integrated HPMS system (908 Devices) with a Faraday cup detector.
The results were collected by software provided by 908 Devices as a series of mass spectra. Signal intensity as calculated by this software is normalized and plotted over time to create a chromatogram.

The following separations were performed with flow rates of 2.0 sccm through the analytical columns. Injection volume was 1.0 µL into a 40/1 split to waste. The temperature in the oven was constant at 40 °C for the first 30 s of the scan, followed by a ramp of 20 °C/min up to 150 °C. The test mixture was a selection of chemical warfare agent simulants (CWASs). Pure samples of dimethyl methylphosphonate, chloroethyl ethyl sulfide, diethyl methylphosphonate, diethyl malonate, triethyl phosphate, and methyl salicylate were each added in 10 µL aliquots to 1 mL of mixed hexanes solvent.

Figure 4.9 depicts two chromatograms of the same sample described above, using helium as the carrier gas. The top trace is signal from the FID, and the bottom trace is the calculated signal from the HPMS detector. Peak identification was made by a combination of mass spectral data and the comparison of retention times to injections of standards. The first, unlabeled peaks around 1 min correspond to solvent. The order of elution was: 1, dimethyl methylphosphonate; 2, chloroethyl ethyl sulfide; 3, diethyl methylphosphonate; 4, diethyl malonate; 5, triethyl phosphate; 6, methyl salicylate. Triethyl phosphate was detected by FID, but not by HPMS. An injection of triethyl phosphate standard solution was also not detected by HPMS. Likely, the conditions used by the mass spectrometer were simply inappropriate for trapping that particular compound. There is a slight shift to longer retention times from the FID chromatogram to the HPMS chromatogram. This is probably the result of different amounts of time between injection and data accumulation with the different detectors and slightly different column lengths. Peak heights are varied due to the different response factors of the detectors. FID
response factor is primarily a function of carbon concentration, so the number of carbons per molecule affects peak heights. HPMS response factor, on the other hand, is primarily a function of ionization efficiency. With HPMS detection, peak 3 is seen to have a tailing feature which is likely the result of insufficient heating of the transfer line or mass spectrometry chamber, causing temporary adsorption of the analyte.

Helium is a standard carrier gas for GC, however, it would require a compressed gas cylinder if used in the field. This would not only increase the size and weight of the instrument but also limit the potential useable lifetime of the instrument depending on the cylinder size. Nitrogen is an attractive alternative as a carrier gas as it can be generated readily from air, though at the cost of increased power consumption. Figure 4.10 shows the same CWAS mixture separation with nitrogen as the carrier gas. Elution order was preserved and all components, including triethyl phosphate (5), were successfully detected via HPMS. Retention times may be slightly shifted based on the time between injection and data accumulation. Due to the mass spectral broadening of peaks using nitrogen rather than helium, the signal to noise ratio in that domain was reduced, causing diminished calculated intensity, and therefore inferior peak shape in the chromatographic domain as well.

This mixture represents a selection of species that simulate dangerous chemical warfare agents, spanning several classes and therefore requiring different response protocols. The ability to quickly differentiate them is paramount to enacting the correct defensive actions and would not have been possible without this separation technique. While mixtures in the field are likely to be comprised of components other than CWA threats and solvents, these compounds are also likely to be far more chemically diverse and more easily separated on a GC. The successful
coupling of a GC with its separation powers with chemical identification powers of the HPMS expands the usefulness of the HPMS system.

4.4 Conclusions

Selectivity is a defining attribute of a successful instrument in the field of rapid threat detection. Although HPMS has the inherent advantage of relying on the selective technique measuring mass-to-charge ratios, high pressures have been known to degrade resolution and selectivity. In this chapter, it was demonstrated that CID could be tuned for high efficiency fragmentation and that gas chromatography could be readily coupled to HPMS. Both of these techniques serve to enhance the instrumental selectivity.

The efficiency of CID was shown to rely on key variables including ion trap size, drive RF frequency, neutral buffer gas pressure, and neutral buffer gas identity. Reducing ion trap size at a constant $q_z$ reduces the pseudopotential well depth, lowering CID efficiency. As predicted, increasing drive RF frequency raises CID efficiency, but does so by more than expected from pseudopotential well depth calculations alone. Higher neutral buffer gas pressures were shown to aid CID efficiency. The use of air, rather than helium, was also shown to be beneficial to inducing fragmentation with high efficiency. Gas chromatography was shown to be a compatible technique with HMPS. The successful coupling was demonstrated, and separations of chemical warfare agent simulants were shown using both helium and nitrogen as carrier gases.

Further improvements in several of these factors could further aid in instrumental selectivity. Higher drive RF frequencies have been shown to improve resolution at a constant pressure or enable analysis at higher pressures. This trend may also aid CID conversion
efficiencies. Miniaturization of the gas chromatography system can also be investigated, preparing the integrated device for use in field situations.
4.5 Tables & Figures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>He</th>
<th>N₂</th>
<th>O₂</th>
<th>Ar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass (amu)</td>
<td>4.002</td>
<td>28.01</td>
<td>32.00</td>
<td>39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarizability (10⁻²⁴ cm³)</td>
<td>0.205</td>
<td>1.740</td>
<td>1.581</td>
<td>1.641</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1. Table showing masses and polarizabilities of common buffer gases for CID.^33
Figure 4.1. Fragmentation heat map patterns for N,N-dimethylaniline in 1 Torr air in SLIT with $x_0 = 270 \, \mu m$, $y_0 = 5 \, mm$ and varying drive RF frequencies. The molecular ion at $m/z$ 121 dissociates into fragments at $m/z$ 77, 91, and 106. In all cases, excitation is performed with the precursor ion at $q_x = 0.4$. The drive frequencies are as follows: A) $\Omega = 16.4 \, MHz$ B) $\Omega = 19.1 \, MHz$ C) $\Omega = 20.9 \, MHz$. 


Figure 4.2. Fragmentation heat map patterns for N,N-dimethylaniline in 1 Torr air in SLIT with $x_0 = 170 \, \mu m$, $y_0 = 5 \, mm$ varying drive RF frequencies. The molecular ion at m/z 121 dissociates into fragments at m/z 77, 91, and 106. In all cases, excitation is performed with the precursor ion at $q_z = 0.4$. The drive frequency is as follows: A) $\Omega = 19.1 \, MHz$ B) $\Omega = 20.9 \, MHz$ C) $\Omega = 25.0 \, MHz$. 
Figure 4.3. Plot showing conversion efficiency measured from Figures 4.1 and 4.2 against calculated pseudopotential well depths of the ions, which are activated with $q_z = 0.4$. Data points from the trap with $x_0 = 270 \, \mu m$ are shown in open circles while points from the trap with $x_0 = 170 \, \mu m$ are shown with closed circles. The frequency at each data point is shown by the color of the point, ranging from 16.4 MHz (black) to 25.0 MHz (green).
Figure 4.4. Fragmentation heat maps showing trichlorobenzene at different pressures in a CIT with $r_0 = 500 \, \mu$m. Losses of chlorine leads to fragments at $m/z$ 110 and 145. The buffer gas pressure is A) 500 mTorr B) 1000 mTorr C) 1500 mTorr air.
Figure 4.5. A) Plot showing the survival yield of the trichlorobenzene precursor ion at $m/z$ 180 at various supplemental AC voltages under various pressures. The horizontal dashed line shows the 50% survival rate for reference. B) Plot showing the half-persistence voltage, which is the excitation voltage at which half of the precursor ion still remains, for each pressure.
Figure 4.6. Appearance curve plot showing the conversion efficiency of the precursor ion into a fragment ion at $m/z$ 145 at different supplemental AC excitation voltages under different pressures.
Figure 4.7. Appearance curve plot showing conversion efficiency of parent ion into the fragment ion at $m/z$ 110 with supplemental AC excitation voltage under various pressures.
Figure 4.8. Fragmentation heat maps of N,N-dimethylaniline (molecular ion m/z 121) with different buffer gases. Panel A shows the lack of fragmentation with 2 Torr helium buffer gas. Panel B shows ready fragmentation (fragment ions at m/z 77, 91, 106) with 1 Torr air buffer gas.
Figure 4.9. Chromatogram of a mixture of chemical warfare agent simulants detected by FID and by HPMS with helium carrier gas.
Figure 4.10. Chromatogram of a mixture of chemical warfare agent simulants by HPMS using nitrogen carrier gas.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Directions

5.1 Conclusions

Mass spectrometry (MS) is an inherently selective technique due to its ability to measure the mass-to-charge ratio of analytes and, as a result, has led to the development of fieldable and hand portable mass spectrometers. Selectivity is an important characteristic of these devices for rapid threat detection where false positives can be tactically costly and cause loss of trust in the instrument. High pressure mass spectrometers (HPMS) operate at \( \geq 1 \) Torr and are suitable for portable use.\(^1\), \(^2\) There is a degradation of resolution due to the pressure, however, causing more species to appear isobaric. Two major strategies for enhancing the selectivity of HPMS were investigated in this work: tandem mass spectrometry and coupling a separation step (gas chromatography) to a HPMS. Tandem mass spectrometry is a common strategy to enhance chemical information about compound structure in low pressure ion traps. It is also a promising technique for portable devices as it can be implemented via collision-induced dissociation with no additional cost to the device’s size, weight, or power (SWaP).\(^3\) Gas chromatography is another technique commonly used with benchtop mass spectrometry. It is useful in generating additional chemical information from retention times and is often necessary for analysis of complex mixtures.

Initial implementation of tandem mass spectrometry focused on understanding how trapped ions in HPMS systems with cylindrical ion trap (CIT) and stretched length ion trap (SLIT) geometries behave compared to ions trapped in low pressure, hyperbolic traps. This is of
importance as selectively isolating a precursor ion, exciting that ion, and analyzing it all require understanding its behavior within the ion trap. The initial experiments investigated stability diagrams that plot the parameter space between the RF drive voltage and the supplemental DC voltage applied to the ring electrode for trapping of ions. It was found there were minimal pressure effects on the stability region in a CIT between 500 and 1500 mTorr. The observed mass windows at these pressures, however, were extended well past those at 1 mTorr for both a CIT and a SLIT. Furthermore, the experimental and simulated stability regions demonstrated that SLITs were behaving as two-dimensional traps, unlocking valuable information about the behavior of the ions inside the trap. Analysis of resonant ejection behavior showed that resonant characteristics, especially double resonance, were greatly damped as the pressure of neutral buffer gas molecules increased. Resonant ejection was still effected at higher pressures but required higher voltages of supplemental AC. This trend is important for understanding how to resonantly excite for collision-induced dissociation at high pressures.

Current HPMS instrument orientation features a direct line of sight between the ionization source and the detector, either an electron multiplier or Faraday cup. Faraday detectors are ultimately the preferred detector for a portable instrument due to their ability to operate at high pressures. As the Faraday cup is a current integrating detector, the exposure to ions and/or electrons present during the ionization portion of the HPMS scan function can result in excessive charge build-up, causing a large background signal later in the scan function. Therefore, the ability to control ion transport within the trap was explored, such that spatially differentiating the regions of ion injection and ejection in a SLIT would eliminate the direct line of sight between detector and ionization source. This was investigated by manipulating the electric field of the trap either by using a tapered SLIT geometry or by adding supplemental electrodes with DC
potentials between the ring electrode and endcaps. The tapered SLIT ring electrode, when combined with a DC bias, created a small potential gradient along the length of the SLIT, causing ions to preferentially move to one side. Adding supplemental electrodes along the length of the SLIT, however, created a much stronger potential field gradient and improved ion control within the trap.

Targeted ion isolation is important for implementing tandem mass spectrometry such that fragmentation of only one species at a time is occurring. Three mass selective strategies were demonstrated here: apex isolation, multi-frequency excitation isolation, and partial instability scan isolation. Each was sufficient for isolating specific mass-to-charge species in the ion trap, with multi-frequency excitation being the most effective while partial instability scans were the easiest to implement. The isolation techniques set the stage for the last studied form of ion manipulation: resonant excitation. Collision induced dissociation through resonant excitation was successfully implemented for the fragmentation of various precursor ions including bromobenzene, N,N-dimethylaniline, trichlorobenzene, tryptophan clusters, and the peptide RGES. The extent of fragmentation was able to be controlled by the amplitude of the applied supplemental AC.

Achieving CID with a high conversion efficiency is critical for low-concentration analytes, such that the resulting fragments can be successfully detected and the maximum amount of chemical information obtained. Optimization of the fragmentation efficiency of CID was shown to be dependent on several variables. Smaller ion trap dimensions limited fragmentation efficiency, presumably due to a decrease in the pseudopotential well depth. Increasing the drive RF frequency is known to deepen the pseudopotential well when q_e is held constant (by increasing RF signal amplitude). While commensurate tradeoffs in size reduction
and drive RF frequency lead to an unchanged pseudopotential well depth, the increased drive frequency was found to overcompensate for smaller trap dimensions in terms of CID efficiency. Increasing buffer gas pressure also improved the maximum conversion efficiency by providing ample collisions to convert the ion’s kinetic energy into internal energy. In addition, buffer gas identity played a role, as more massive and polarizable species were able to more efficiently deposit internal energy into a trapped ion.

Gas chromatography (GC) has been shown to be a valuable tool when connected to mass spectrometers as it provides additional chemical information based on retention time, and it simplifies resulting mass spectra. A commercial GC was coupled to a breadboard HPMS system to demonstrate the feasibility of a GC-HPMS system. Here, a mixture of six chemical warfare agent simulants, which could not be analyzed by HPMS alone, was successfully separated and detected with GC-HPMS.

These studies demonstrated that HPMS systems, which are portable, sensitive devices, can be enhanced by the implementation of tandem mass spectrometry and coupling to gas chromatography. Both of these techniques enhance the selectivity and limit false positive rates, while being appropriate for portable instrumentation with fast detection times.

5.2 Future Directions

The results in this work have helped improve the understanding of HPMS systems with respect to improving chemical identification, but in many cases there are continuation lines of study that could lead to even further understanding. There are further opportunities for characterization of trapped ions at high pressure with stability diagram and resonant behavior
analysis and for improvement of instrumental capabilities with maximizing CID efficiency, miniaturizing GC components, and advancing axial control of trapped ions in SLITs.

The primary focus of stability region investigation in these initial studies was pressure effects. These were measured in both SLIT and CIT at high (1 Torr) and low (1 mTorr) pressures but focused on only one size and geometry for each. Variations in trap geometry, such as spacer thickness and \( r_0/z_0 \) ratio, have recently been investigated as to their effect on resolution.\(^5\) These physical changes are known to change the electric field contributions within the trap and therefore the stability conditions. Thus, further investigation of the stability regions for different electrode designs and geometries and the possible higher order fields generated should provide information on how they impact trapped ions. These variations would manifest in differently shaped regions, possibly with areas of instability within the region.\(^6\)

Another experimental parameter to explore is pressure using higher resolution increments than shown here. The work here shows the general pressure trends but finer pressure step sizes may reveal significant information about how ion-neutral collisions affect ion stability. This could be from ions either gradually overcoming pseudopotential well depths or having sufficiently disrupted secular motion resulting in measurable ion loss at a threshold value. Furthermore, although the drive RF frequency is expected to fundamentally govern the size and sharpness of the stability region, these effects have not been experimentally measured and are worth pursuing.

Increasing the drive RF frequency can improve resolution in HPMS devices. A tradeoff, however, is that to maintain low voltage and power requirements, a reduction in trap size, and thus ion capacity, is necessary. This diminished capacity severely affects low abundance or poorly detected ions where high fragmentation efficiency is needed to successfully detect the
resulting fragment ions. Thus, further improvements of CID in HPMS systems are highly desirable. As discussed in this work, decreased ion trap size and increased drive frequency have competing effects on the pseudopotential well depth. When compared to the original and still commonly used Finnigan ion trap design with \( r_0 = 1.00 \) cm, the experimental trap sizes investigated here were reduced by a factor of 20-60x. The pseudopotential well depth is expected to drop by the square of the reduction in trap size. The drive RF frequency enhancement, however, was only \( \sim 10-25x \), (improving the pseudopotential well depth by the square of this factor) meaning the calculated pseudopotential well depth is still significantly reduced resulting in an overall loss in sensitivity. Based on the data shown here, however, pushing to higher frequencies should provide a significant boon to CID conversion efficiencies, even if trap size is decreased as well. Experiments with a drive RF frequency of 60 MHz improved resolution\(^7\) and so when coupled with CID, should result in improved CID efficiency and resolution. Therefore, it would be beneficial to explore a greater range of trap sizes and drive RF frequencies.

In terms of improving the sensitivity of an HPMS system, it would be greatly beneficial to have differentiated regions for ion injection and ejection. This configuration would limit the number of background ions reaching the detector and improve the signal to noise. Results from incorporating supplemental electrodes between the ring electrode and end cap showed it is possible to preferentially accumulate ions in a region of interest. Expanding on this idea by increasing the number of supplemental electrodes along the y-axis of SLITs is one strategy for generating significantly more control. For example, electric fields from additional supplemental electrodes could be used to move packets of ions up and down along the y-axis, inducing collisions with neutral buffer gases and effecting CID. Due to the excitation being along the length axis, the pseudopotential well depth in the z-axis would no longer be a defining limitation,
and CID efficiency could be improved with this method. With different voltages applied to the various supplemental electrodes along the y-axis, it would also be possible to store separate packets of ions in different regions of the trap. This lateral ion separation would effectively create a SLIT array with the only barrier between the elements being electric fields. In this fashion, all elements could use the same drive RF on the ring electrode, but could also be arbitrarily adjusted in length or merged as needed. One advantage from an array would come from using multiple ion sources with different species. With the flexibility of these array structures, the differentiated ion packets could be controllably mixed for ion-ion reactions in the gas phase, which has been a promising field of study for many years.\textsuperscript{8-10} Furthermore, the advantages from adding multiple supplemental electrodes within the SLIT geometry are not expected to be limited to high pressure, and their use could expand to conventional laboratory settings as well.

Lastly, traditional GCs are bulky and power-hungry, primarily due to heating requirements of the oven. The development of miniature gas chromatography using microelectromechanical system (MEMS) technology has been an area of research for a number of years.\textsuperscript{11} These devices typically etch GC columns into silicon wafers, which can then be coated with stationary phases suitable for gas separations on the order of 30 seconds. To that end, work has begun in this lab towards developing appropriate miniaturized gas chromatography components for coupling with a portable HPMS system. With these microfabricated columns and heaters, it is possible to create small, low-power devices that are ideal for portable instrumentation. The successful coupling demonstrated here between the HPMS with a commercial GC suggests that the coupling of the HPMS with a MEMS GC is feasible.
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